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'INTRODUCTION'

i

:-:Ihe.JOinrCoMmistionOnthe:Mental Health Of',Children and:toUth

, , . ,,..,

suggested th#t-we have,=in our vionalene, 4500,000 children in:

. ;

r. . .
,

need of temedial help.
en

If public FchoOl'teachert'can be ptught the
,

- .

Likapas, City way, We ma41e., able to reSchAv significant pvtion of
.

-thoee-children,.and prevent.others irodbecoming "problem.; statist3cs.
-

The Kansas City School *Behavior Project was,intended to devise

.and test the effectiveness of-a program of action'for.the treatment

of.mildbehavioral disturbances in.childien.in the SchpOl Setting.

The program WasexpeCted to prevent, to .SCIIMe extent sevete behavioral

discorbances adong these children in the adolescent years, and to

have an effect on behavior in the total Community as well in ihe

' school, setting. 'The design.wps executed within thi resources of

personnel ahd time budget of the regular school System. The project
7

was intended,to be a pilot,demonstration -- a model for other schools

and'other communities.

Early follow u0 of ifie pupils in. the 'project indicated'that

.?)

there might be poSitive results for one sooio-economic segment three

years after the experiment took plaCe. This pattern of.differencee
t .

was observed in referralt,. OutpensiOns,absence rates and te4c4r .

ratings After sii.yeart.oCintensive effort the payoff.appeared

to be emerging"fri the:mountain of aata which had been gathered.

We had to know if it was dependable, and whether it.could be broadened



to behavior-outside the school systen. We felt we haa to know what

the conditions were under which it vforked or failed to work. We

proposed an epidemiologic follow up, for the one socio4ec000mic

0
segment of the original-project Which Was then funded f0-the'NI1H

Center for Epidemiologic Studies.

Our strategy for the analysis was: 1) to test-again for positive

or negative outcome, with emphasis op the ninth grade year, but also

chedking,for earlier findings4which might tie outdome more closely to

intervention; 2) to testWhether the apparent ninth grade year finding

could be shown to perSist into the following two grade.syears; 3), to

test whether this apparent prevention effect coutEt beThUttressed with
t

data from outside- the school sy4tem, siNt both greater credence P

and value; and 4) to attempt to specifY-epidemiologic conditions under

which the prevention effect was valid or,invalid, or was more or less

pronounced. If the data produced answers in these areas, we felt we
:

could reasonably.make recommendations fdr the design ot future inter-

vention efforts foi the health of chiidren and youth consistent with

our findings and our understanding of the relationships among the

important factors delimited in our analysis.

Our attemptteo answer these questions required data collection:

.1) of absence rates,.teacher ratings and familTfile referrals for

behavior Problems for two further schOol years,,extending the time

of the tolAl& up to five years, Or the eleventh grade year; and 2)

police records and juvenile court records for the entire life of pach

4
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child in the socio-economic cohort uptto and including the eleventh

grade year. Many other indicators ,iight have been used& Our concern

was that we duplicate the earlierata on a longer time line, and that

we utilize real-life variables;/records whic4 are kept as an ordinary

1 3
process, not conjured up for our benefit, andArecords which are

consequential in the lives;of children in their communities.

In order tO kive the most conservative answer to these questio4

we assumed the null hypothesis, pooled the experimental and control

group frequencies, ond compared the experimental condition with the

;
(pooled) expected frequencies.- We also made the standard experimental/

control compariSons charaCteristic by characteristic, for investi-

gators'more familiar with that process and its outcome properties.,

Proces'sing the data from previous follow up investigations, and

some new data from our search indicatedrthat the Experimental and

. .

Control groups were indeed comparable. Differences in the outcome

charts should not be attributed to loss in follow up, or dropping
-

out, or social and economic differences. Loss rates were well within

/
acceptable limits (less than 10% over five,years) and-a review ofthe

characteristics of remaining-pupils does not suggest any special

bias. There were no sta4tistically significant differences in

d,popping out, in the EXperirSotal and Control .comparisons. -The

neighborhoods the elementary) schools served were carefully matChed

ot
for Socio-economic status. All neighborhoods involved were in one '

socio-eConomic category, the lowest in Warners five category break-

down. Bussing,had not yet begun. Stanford-Binet scores produced
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meana for the two groups: Within..3 of each. other. ..tehayipr.problem

6.3!

data- recqrded in the Schdols;juvenile ,court ad the,police
j

if anything, favored the control condition.

-.
Early analysis for*comparabigty.of the Experimental and° Control

1groups suggested three epidemi logic variables which'might affect
- .

_

.
. ,

ontcome: 1) sex, 2) race, or ethnic identification and 3) later
,.c.

school environments in junior-and' senior high. The e*periMent took

place in sixth grade. From there;.mose students went on to-junior

highs, scattering somewhat in'the various schoolt in their part- of

the school district.

RELATED EPIDEMIOLOGIC.STUDIES tN LE DELItUENCYI

47.r

Epidemiology is a study of relative risks. The epidemiolog s

estimates the risk of the appearance of a condition in one popul tion

group and compares thii risk wieh that for another group. The'risk

can be expressed as the proPpition of the total'pdpUlation grouvwfick

actual1y4et the condition. The eatimatenf risk reqqires two numbers:

the, number of peoplein the total pqpulation, and the number who'had

the condition.

For study pnrposes, groupS maY be formulated in variouS ways:

for.instance,-PeWle living inudertain areas or people of,different,

ages or'races. If the right kroups are chosen, a compariton will
,

show which people are most vulnerable to a condi,tiOn. Finding-out



why these particuic-r people ar-so vulnerable should lead tcObetter

,
methods of control.

Epidemiologic methods are as Well adapted to the study of

,behavior.problems as to the stud), of cholera. Behavior problems.are

pAc.

'distributed unevenly in the,cammunity, and appear to be related to

both social and personal Influences. Individuals are not equally

.,pus ble to those influences:

The riSkof delinquency, if we can tall it that, may be defined
.e-

.s .

as the number of individuals in a'partigular classification who

b4Come delinquent out of each thousand
.

ih a particular classification.

Mathepatically, this is,dproblern of division:. RiSk equals delinquents
r-)

.

.
.

.

divided by poputtion. The result is then mUltiplied by 1000 to

conver't it to rate per 1000 at risk. Thus to calcuiate risk we need
r

to know anly the nUmbeeof people of the same type who might hive

t 0

beOome delinquent. When the popuWion is divided in-complex ways,
,

such as'by seX4age, And raCe simultaneously', it.may be difficult to

determine both the numerator and the,denom inator/.-

Three major studies'of delinquenaY have been made by epidemio-

logic methods. In 1961,'..T.W. Eaton and K. Polk published a study of

'the delinqUent juveniles of Log-Angeles.' In 1963, S.A. Hathaway

and E.E. Monachesi, in a study of adolescent personality, related

. juvenile delinquency in their stUdy po pulation to their entire,
rw.

group pf subl6cts.. Tn 1969,,V. Eisner Published hia'study-of San

Francisco delinquents focussing on' the significance orlabeling, and

the passibility. that the correlation of delinquency w th race might
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. ,

- , (

not be independent of such othe factors as income, place

andfamily structure.

Eaton and Polk dealt with PrObation Department reoOrd/ for-1956.

residence

They looked,at the effects on delinquency of age', sex, dth4ic group,
,J

Marital statUS of parents; and geographical mobility'. , Te howed.

rates for boys as four tiMes greater .than'those for. irls.1 Minority

group4oeMbership was significant. Negro and Melgican'm nor ties had
*

j

far higher rates than the white majority; Japanese rat4s ere lowest

of all. Other data eemed tooffer an plapation:.
0

h from

broken homes had an inc aded risk of delinquency, and the Japanese'
'

A .

group had fewer broken hbmes. The Eaton 'amd Polk study alSo showed

-*

that recorded rates of iecidiyiam reflected administrative:pro-

dedure far more thankthey reflectedactual definqüencies.

Geographfcal mobility did not seem to influencerates to any great,

,extent. Eaton and Polk sugg

intreasing family stability.

grade white children to whom

them for three to fdur years.

eated control measurespe aimea at

4 A .

Hatjway and Monachesi.studied ninth

they gave the and, foljowed

size of commun4ty, father's occupation, type of family and

k
intelligence of the child. They found delinquency rates decreased

/

as their subjects reached-nineteen years of age, varied inversely

..

with socio-economic status, and, were higher for children with 4

)

broken homes. Rates did not vary with intelligence, but did vary-

., .

inversely with high school rank. They also varied with population
,

They divided thetr poPelation by age,



density,.Which the investigators related to occupation, as rates were

very low for'children f larmers. Hathaway and Monachesi also.

_pointed-out certaimppersonality typeS who were iiable to become

41inquent.

Eisner;. in a Sophisticated factor analysi, found that fOur

major elemehts were hecessary to predict delinquency rates: 1) sex,.

2Yrade, 3) edonomic cOnditions and 4) intrafamilial conditions. -In .

order to explain all the variations in rates it Vas netessary to' add

the differendesin behavior that characterize'racial

'EiSner:tested the:possibility that'number of parents in the home

was the main factor explaining variations in delinquency rates, by
7

-

equalizing his_other factors. Delinquency rates were higher-for both

\N

'in hoTes with'less than two parents, except in the lowest

%

incoMe,qUartile non-white boys, Where the rate was higher where

theme were.twOsparents in'the home. Further analysis indicated this

r
finding might be related more properlyto certain level of low income

-

,

in..theIlegro Pophlationonly.

- 4.

tOur:own research.deal,syith a_population defilidd.somewhat as
, X' ,

,

thatkof the Hathaway and Monachesi study: children who had been

V-,

part'of.an 'educational experiment, and theiecontrolspopulation.

.

.

" .s ,. -;

has, hOWever, sftewhat thd geographic,base of Eisners census tract

4

-
studt iij that the children are from knowh neighborhoods, in a

-

single core city bubrin,sixth 'grade classrooms mi'tched for socio-
7

edondic status. A random assignment of classrooms to the:eX$erimental

tir



and control conditions should randomize such vaKiables'as sex,

ethnic gioup, geographical mobiiity, marital status of parents ana
N-1

fiher's occupation, and tend to equalize any remaining econo

conditions and age which have 'OSen shown to affect problem

behavior rates.

This randomization and equalization of variablei shown prtliously

.tO be important in the develgpment of problem behavior should permit

uslto determine the effect of the experiment on such behavios,
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, BACKGROUND AND SIGN' ICANCE

The Youth Development Project in Kansas City was an experiment

performed in 1963 in-the public dchools to enEance the social..

emotional development of individual pupils: The Project was originally

directed.by DrRobert Barnes, then Executive Director of the Greater
\

Kansas eity Mental Health Foundation, wiith(the assistamce of< ,

4

,Thombs S. McPartland, Ph.D., and George J. Lytton, M.D. Dr% Paul Bowman,

now Director of'thenstitute for Community Studies in Kansas City,
\

was brou'ght to Kansas City to head the project, and carried the major

administrative load. Many other people have'been substantially

involvedin the project.4--Dr. Oren Glick, during his years the

k.. \
Institute or Commu ity Studies, was.responsible for the analysis

1

which produ ed the positipe finding at ttle close of Ole grant period.

Grants were held first by the Foundation (MH 0535) and then trans-

, I );
.

ferred to the Institute (R11 MH 2303),Lana ended in December 1966.

The Kansas City.School District also held a grant-dealing with this
' , , 4 41'.

project, MH 02041, during the s pa:me eriod.
,

The project originated Ili the concerns of educators,over

apparently grdwimg problem of behavioral disturbances in the schools.

A committee composed of representatives of The Kansas City,-MissOuri.

School4Listrigt, The Greater Kansas City Mental Health Foundation,

ancr.tfie School of Education at the University of Missouri at
-

COlumbia met periodically for a number,of months to explore.

gether the nature of the problem and to develop ideas for action .
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programs designed to alleviate'the'prOblem. The work of this Committee

culmin.ited: action:-research proposal that was funded, as clesctibed -

/ ,. 0
'll

above, by the N tipnal Institute of Mental Health.

.The Kansas ity Project was related in certain respOts to the

Ullman Stud.y (lman, 1952).; The. Quincy Youth Development Proj'arin

,.

Ulinois '(Bowm4, 195);" the,Menvl Health ResearCh-Rogram of the ..

.

. .

St. Louis Count Health Departmentin MissoUri (Glidewell, 1957,-1959), 1")

TI Hilm.an R onaProgram of the University of Iowa (Ojemann, 1955), ..

,

arid the Cambridge-Somerville Y.o.aq Study (Powers and 4itmer, 1951),

A
wftich preceeded it in point of time. The reliability and predictive

value of teacher ratings, the useft4.ness of several test instruments,

knoNiledge about approOriate sequence and timing decisions, succesaftil

training program practices, and the necessity ofpre-planned eyaluation
,

including controlgroups,were sothe of the elements of these studtes

or their'findings built into the Youth Development Project in Kansas

City.

The, impetus for the project thus derived froth-difficulties posed

for the schools, and eventUally for society generally, by pupilswho,

for one reason or another; did not function sucCessfullY or satis-

'factorily with their fellow human beings.. Efforts to so/4) these

-

Problems through Clinical service arrangements with the undation

had proven that solution was inadequate to the need. It wdrilierally

A.mpossible to give individual treatment_ to all children needing it,

)1, t was felt that any Ling range sofAion would:require 'extensive,.

"



,--

effórt on preventlon of' such problemsrather than on treatment at a

1 .

mord serious stage. Such efforti, it was thought, might best be

. eXpended on the development of.certain classroom, methods and tech-
..

%

niques irr whi61 teachers Could be tiained. These methods and

et

e- techniqdes would be aimed toWard producing learning coiditis in the

classroom which Would be more,emotip ally healthful for,all children,

and wh
4

h might pereby-prevett them ldly diSturbed chlld from getting.

to be.a more serious problem.
.1 ..,

Th beseacgount,of the content of the Training is:contained
. ..

,

in two published,bullettns7(A Teacher Training Program in Classroom
s

I

I.

Nental Health, 1964, The,Use Of Small Grounsin the ClassroOm, 1964).'
4

TeaChers in the experiment were regular,claSSroom sixth grade

teachers in' the kansas City Schnol System. $ixty teachers Were
,''

selected'from a pool.of.0volunteers. All soCio-economic status,

levellwere initially represented. bu yepre4entation at the highest
1 . 4

levels was meager and the loss Of several teachers,eliminated

experimental-control comp risons at the two highest levels Of.) he

five defined for the study. The classrooms, with their teachers

Were divided4into two groups with rough matching of four variables:

the Socio-economic level of the neigkbórhood served by the school,

c

and the 'sex; teaching competence as judged by the school administra-

tton, and years of teaching experjAnce represented ii the teacher

444111coh . One group served as the-experimental group, and the other

the control. The experimental teachers received the special
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1 A .

training described above, in a summer work shop,'and were given

support throughout the exPerimental year.

Tha evaluaton.was cOmpleted, within the limitations of the grant,

and included, in addition 'to many measures intended to investigate

attitudinal and scholastic outcomes durIng-the year of the experiment, .

certain'follow up dat'a, collected fot,the three years.after-'the
' -e

experilemit, tracing the progreasrof t)lk children in grades seven,

-

eight and mine. Teacher ratings, absences,.and central office family.

7

file records showed the children in the expAriment, from the lowest,

-socio=economic neighborhoods, superior to children in the matching

coritrOl group, at the ninth grade. 4"

k?
The value of demonstrating a solid evaluation of one such program

should be clear. Further data was gathered at the NIMH Epidemiologic

Field Station and then application wasmade to the Center for

Epidemiologic Studies for funds to complete the follow up, resulting

in grant #1 ROI MH 20594-01, "An Epidemiologic Follow Up of a Cohort

(of School'Children 4nd this report.

-

REMAIRKS: BAdKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE.,.'

As Dr. Barnes pointed-out in a presentation to the KU Roots of
o ,

. .

Responsibility Workshop earlier this fall the Kansas City School

Behavior Project is (or was) the sort of project whiCh'-will. never be
./' .',,,. ,

,

done again. 'wilt wifl ;.nOt be doneragain for-a, noe
.

.

I
. ,

.
.

,

the least of which is:that.it represents one,of :those Jong-term.,

.expensi e projects whigh are, no longer in vogue, Cur:rent economic
; .

,
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analyses suggest they m-a-3'never.be fundea or 'carried out.rn the
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.1

future. T t is one.reason to mine the daesAirefully and report

'

5
-

any findings as(xtensively as possible. Another reason to present
*.

it is.to indicate.the importancebf long term follow up if we are

interested in and conGerned about social and educational change.

Projeces, or.projects which lead toward change.. A third reason,'and

perhaps.the most important f=tcesi--iris--:(-artd our) point of view is that

-"there arecslpe4s of this project which are quite applicableto most

school systems, and whic rerfresent techniques And approaches which

can sti be used very ef ectively withwit any significant exp'enditure

of flinds.'" This was an experimental project and there was a tremen-;

dous amount of research effort involvedcause of that. Thispart

of the project is not necesSary to the operational aspects of thek-
nervention.

, )

When we went into,the -Youth Development Project we weren't

th4nking longitudinally to any extent. Only as things aeveloped grld

. 'we-got intb'the evaluation and saw what we didn'tnd and had hoped'
,-

to find did we see the necessity of the long term follow up.

The Mental'Health Foundation was founded in Kansas City in 1952..

Ittwas from the ogtset, a rather interesting and unique organizatiOn.

Among other things, it set up prohablythe first prOtotypical

Comprehensive community mental health centAr in the United States.,

It was one of two major projects for many many years of the Kansas

City Association and Trust Foundation. .The Institute for Community



Studit'g was the otheT. 'Hamer Wadgworth, at that time president of

m-,

atoAansas City MiSSOUTi School Board,.came to the Mental Health
,

Foundation and asked if ;here ybuld bd-any viay mental health people
. . . . 4. .. .

could do some prevention, Instead of bragging"about what wag possible.

He offered us,$25,000-to get upout of our chairs and help the
r

schooa system wOrk something out. As the new Director, I couldn't

f say no to a $25,800 offer. We todk the money in good faith, feeling
:

,

that we,wo d undotibiedly wiple out future emotional problems and

- maybe even phygical problems/for the 80,000 or so inner city school

children of:that tithe. Things got tough.after that.

The granr was made with the clear cut idea that we work out-something

Mutuqly agreeable-and cooperative. Major planning was done with and
h

by the top peoPle.in,the 'schdol district and the mental health

fOundat ion: the Superi ntendent of s-chools Jim Hazlett, Assistant

Superintendent, Arthur Gilbert, Louise Zimmer, Supervisor. of

ElementarY EducatiOn, and the Director of Pupil Services, Bob MacNeven

-

from the schools, and top people in general psychiatry, thild

psychiatry,administration and research from the foundaticin. The

school people were very problem oriented,- wanting something to hel

the classroom teacher with the severe behavioral problems exhi
_) Jted

,
..,by the school children, and which were becoming:more 'and more Over -

whelming to the teachers. At this time, 1958 andle1959, integratiog

-

was about five years old, and the beginning of the movement of the

.

white population out of the district was apparent: The mental health

,

4
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professionals wanted to concentrate on prevention. Their model, from°
-

the public Ilipaith Standpoint, was that of primary preyention, while

_the4Choo1 ..peot;le were feeling pressed at the secondary or tertiary

leVel. .After six months of sparring, position-papers and excellent

-9-
,

discussions, often joined by Mr. Wa;rawOrth, the school people won.

0

....

I think that I have subsequently felt that Was entirely right add,.
,

.proper. . ..:

The sthopl people Tat the kopek point 'of,entry was the junior.
. .

. .

high school. They raid "That's where we really worry about him, and

where'he really gets out of controlT (Outcome data later confirmee-

that problem counts at least for the SES V children, rise sharply
.

,

after seventh grade). Theywere willing to cc:Zia-two/se with the.

mental health staff's interest in starting with the younger children

and we aeftled.on a focus at the sixth grade level,

. .

Once we agreed on a grade level, we had to tackle, the,questions.

of operational approach and evaluation. We had agreed on over all .

objectives: to develop"an approach to the manag6m'ent\of the mildly

to moderately disturbed by the school teacher in he own'classroom

Nis

We were trying to get away from referrals to the Child Research , N

Cou'ncil, Child Guidance.Clinic,,priVate psychiatkistnd even,

schobl psychologint.s -- to develop Within the:elaasroom teacher the-7

skills to manage the problems withintheir:OWn Classrooms unless ,

they were seVere-disturbances or seVere learning problems.
?.

We tried to keep ouk focus so that we developed a program

operationally that the teaCher would not see as interfering with her



educational efforts. In general, the techniques involved included
P

the entire classroom at times, and at other times breaking the class

down into a number of,smaller work groups,

'One major disagreement in Oe process of research design dealt

.

the eIent to which-we could judge success, in terms of outcome

studies'of the children. SoMe thought we should confine bur studiep r--
u

to.the teachera attitudes and behavior. We invested considerable time

and effort in the analysis of individual students,Cumulative case

cards as a document for research ptirposes. This and other preliminary
4

activities exhausted:our initial' funda, and_a year and,a half of,our

time.

--14e brought the+lational Institute of Mental Health into our

planning process, very,actively, working with Dr. William Hollister

who was at that time am.M.D. psychoanalyst on the staff in.washington,

-and interested in,the kinds of preventive work we now associate with.

. Dr. Will Edgerton at Chapel Hill. The final outcome was a successful

research.grant piolicatioqt-.Funding involved two years of actual

demonseratfOnAld three years of evaluation and follow up....The
y.

Wi'aS funded as of julY 1, 1962. I was the first director,prOj

with he very capable assistance of Dr. Robert MacNevewbf the

"=
scho 1 district. Dr. Paul Bowman, from:the DeKa;b Youth-Develop:-

inent ProjeCt; janed 4,as d1r4ctor a t4t; months later.

:We anticipat dealing with approximately 3600 students the

first year, which will-give you some idea of the problems we Were

4
dealing with, the numbers of teachers, etc. A: tremendous amount

23
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of data was generated. Most of the data was not totally analyzed.

\ The only consistent finding was forlpupils in the lowest socio-economic

level, in favor.oP the experiment,'for boys in the ninth grade year.

This was the initial 'finding, and the one which motivated the long-

term'follow up.

In the long term follow up we'dealt only with this lowest socio-

* economic group. It was not'just a small proportion Of the sample.

,--.

It was a significant portion o the sample, and the group which was'

causing the most cOncern among)the school personnel. It was the di

group droppingout; specially the lower class male child, as he

moved into adolescence. TheSe findings may also besof particular

interest to the court.

There seemed to be no possibility ofsfollowing up beyond the

ninth grade sinte funds had run out.by this time, and the Vietnamese

war was heating up, the great society was beginning to make less

and less funds available for behavioral science research. At this

point in time, N1MH ded to.et up a series of -epidemiologic

field stations around the country and we were one of-the places they

negotiated with. As it turned out, we had the only one they ever
,

.:. i- established.%The Field Station waS operated.as a contract with the

Mental,Health Foundationy-and in the process of getting ii operational,
, .

I w4st Original direCtor.. W developed.a number of projects.
. ,.. .

.?

One of was the follow up of the apparently positive findings
. , t, .

, .

of the Kansas City Youth Development Project, One of the-peopla we

, hired s r. arey,'wa D HtlL4nd this b
. .

her responsibilltY,eo that
. .

,

,

11

I111r.



then we had the opportunity to follow tese children after ninth

grade and in general to utilize the same parameters which had been.

used.be'fore. This made poss.ible a significant and crucial extension
*

o

of the project beyond the inal three years and through the

9'4oleventh grad-atleast 1ve. years beytind the bOginning of the
c ,

Y's -- ,

..

ip, became possible'for us to look at rather exciting ;preliminary
,

.

Witlgs which indicated that by gosh YOU COULD DO SOMETHiNG ABOUT

WHAT HAPPEN'S Td A KID IN ,HIGH SCHOOL, IN TERMS OFSOCIAL BEHAVTQR, BY ,-
I ,

, ,TEACHING CERTAIN SKILLS To A SIXTH GRADE SCHOOL TEACHER. frtliS Made.

/

us very excited about the _possibility of seeing if this indeedturned
.

experiMental phase.

out to be true.

[Principal Investigator Hartle)i described the majo findings at t is

-point in ihe Workshop...Presentation Sent in asvReport/ #3.1

. . .
. .

. .,

Paul Bowman, who.directed the Kansas City Youth Development/

k
School Behavior project from shortly after the driginal NIMH.grant was made

4

available through the three year follow up; now heads the Kansas City

CommunitY Studies. He ieports, It's excitingfor me,

after theselyears to see this kind of data, on the theater screen and

,

to realize that in spite of.the frustrations we went through, we

'can begin to.see some effective results of what we did: Let me just

make alew comments about wh t was actually done.lph the teachers so-
\

3 0

,

4
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that you have some background on this, and then make some observatithm,

'about it:

We had about.*thittyteaohers, involved in the training program.:

, .

The prbgram began with three weeks of training in August before the

.

school year opened and thereaftet it was a period of .two hours a

week in which the teachers met as atotal groupankl in small.groups

wto, staff as they developed ideas. It was a cafeteria approach,. cci,

general-W.- The.-mental health ptOfeSsionals said, in effect, 'Herer's

what We think wt have learned in the mentaa health field. We are not

educators, and. We do not,know how to Apply thilknowledge in the
.

0
classroom. That's where your expertise'comes in. It's up to you to

0 ,

try to take what we are talking aboutandt work out applications for
,

it.A.n. your Clatoom. As yo.z do tb44-, we Wiil tiy to.'015Vide g*.,

assistance through staff and sthall grciu sessions weeklY. Then,we

would like to be,theasuring.what you do as.Well as its effect on the

Now that puts eacherS.in a very diffiOulepoSitloo.- It.

says, 4You are the .experimehtal change agents.. We ar,e not providing
w e

you a .blue print of what to do. At'the same time, we

Ateasuring what you are doing.' About a third of the teachers-were,
--

very Active implementingtheSe neWideas, and sucdéssfUr:-by:our::.

,
,standards. Another third were partially succesSful,land about a

thirethdn't 40Very muchr, '
,

Another prOblem'we built in for ttachers, withoUt realizing it,

'

waa.that in our concern about Invalidating the research results, we
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asked the principals to stay out o4 the rooms nd give the teachers

their heads. That was fine for research, but it deprived the teachers
4

of support that they were used to and needed. They had to get most

of their support insteadfrom iehMs of five or six teachers (the

small groups) from various parts of the city who were working

together on the.project.

One other comment I'd like to make relates somewhat to the charts

you've; seen ,on the screen. The teachers in filling out cumulatiVe

records in junior high and high school, tended to remark either that:

1) this is one of the easiest kids I've had to teach -- you simply

present himfsomething and he goes ahead-and does qt; or 2) this is

one of the most difficult kids to teach, you tell him something,

and all he does is ask questions. -I think some of that kind of

reaction is represented in the charts, in the data differences between
-

seiools.

One of our people at the Institute for-Community Studies searched

through twenty-five years of educational research-literature, con-,

,cluding that repbrts of changing teachers attitudes were very mixed.

We aid,not pioduce any eviidehce.that we changed°Ttla teachers attitude's.

//
_

We-were able to change teacher's operations. This was quite clear.

After some years of joint effort, we could suggest useful protedui'es,

and teachers could adopt these operations quickly. If we had to

.
depend on whether we had changed attitude, we would'want # beg off.

One other comment, about research design and carrying out

p ojects:, I have participated,in two rather long term projects, and
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4,

many short termlprojects. I think we need to 41.0tInguish three major

phases in aliy project, short or long term: 1) The development of the

program itself to-the p irt where it is spectf.ic, small,. managable;

4

i land Where we'can develop the program go the PoInt that we are ready
I

-

to tell other people aboUt it before we get too Many people involved'

Ap the front end. We ran into most of our/trouble becaUse we were

.
developing and implementing at the same time, and we were also

measuring both teachers and kids while it was developing; .2) Program

implementation; ter,ling people about it, getting it installed as

effectively as possible_into some sort of a soal systenhiCh has

a research 'question, feedback to program people from the re earch,

.assistande to program people in establishing the prograM, 3 Evaluating

outcgpes and,impacts on individuals, Which i8 always the final test. .

If.programs are to involV changing people \nd institutions, I

think we have to think in terms of long years: 411.y With long term
.

.

. .
/

research can we expect any real pay off. WilliMm Glasser says you
, ,

.

'have to expect.th;ee years for people to lealiehis.program befOre

you can begin evaluating. it. In our.project, iythink-we would say

three years is probably about right to devetop a program, three years

to instalf iti): nd then you need another three years to evaluate it."
('.

. .

[It.has taken more like 12, this title; WSH.]

Dr. Mary Meehan, former training consultant for the Kansas City

Youth Development/School Behavior project, and now in Research and

A

A
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*Development with the KansasiCity School Disicict, remarked that she

would lae to add.a fourth'Ohase to PaUl's three phase plan: 'My,deep

interest is in the improvement of the school district. After yo!ti

evaluate, and you find some vhings are really good, and would improve

the school experience, help in the classroom, help the teacher do.a

'better job, how can you teed those changes and improvementskinto your

system year after year? This is our challenge.

Most of these teachers, and all of the students are gone from

/ our classrooms. We have a constant mobility factor. We need some

means where the'v luablg findinga of ttiis project can be steadily:

fed into the ongoing operation so thae the teacher who comes in new

this year will have a chance to learnabout it. The teacher who

comes two years frOm now, ordiphe princiOal, needs this information,

but 'have hot yet developed the means?for doing this. We have very

worthwhile findings now,'and have lots of.good things for teachers

t o do in the classroom,-b6t we don't have the means for keeping ala
is

thisgoing. I haven"t been able tdget a researai grant to look hto

'3
this, and I don't kno5i.that I'd be successful if I had the,grant, but.

I would.like to try.

All of you who are Cdncerned ith projects want them to be more

than just a good experience While they're being developed. You want

to really influence ongoing social systeme. We do too. I wish you

would give some thought to it, and maybe we can share our thoug

with Wyhona, and come 11 with a working answer."

:%

tio

4
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[This will come up again in the Recommendations Section. WSH.]

0

Dr. Will Edgerton, Deputy Director of the Div2ision cif Mental

. .

'health Services, North Carolina, came to comment. About thirty years

aso,:he-sa.14, had Aui9.te A stint of work In if state mental'hospital,

...v,

.4,4..wes really a snake pit. While we were working there we
,.. . . .

. ,

.sucteeded,in Changtng it7somewhat, and at great.,pain. .That experience
. .

led me to the kint of 'electing to work. in 'Oat I call the preventive-.
4

side of health affairs.. This means that I have always believed in .

preventive activities, and if you want to day it'is a Cult, so be it.

I believe that prevention can take.place in the sphere'of emotional

growth and development just as it can in other aspects of health.

That rileans, however,.that the burden of proof is on us, so I'm very

. much in tune with what is happening here.

.;

glad ro see firqt of ali-khat weo'bave hadoa'study that-
. %,

showed sqmethihg. There 'are findings'ihat seed towbe sub'stantial

and for real. ,However, in the face of all thoSe negative' things we've
4,

been hearing, that peoPle trled experimental designs out of which
,

thei got nOthing "significant, it makealUs wonder, if everybody is

out of step but Kansas City. r'm sure that makeathe people in

Kanias City look event moreihard-nosed, and to;take a miic; hard,,nosed

attitude toward Ofte,4 a they have than might othertise be necessary.

I have put tdgether a few impressions which I'd going to-lay
e

on you not in any logical order, but kind-of associations had as

I've relatedto What has been going On.

4 ct 6
J

/
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A very important thing, which has been emphasized somewhat

already( is that the project trained teachers as teachers. It /

didn't try to make something else out of teacher,s. It is very Impor-

*ant to have done this within the educational context. It also I

,

.

_ '......./

linkadaction for thede.teachers with detection.; in the aame context. .

4 .:
,

4
They didn'at go about doing a reenscing

.

and then taking dome
_ , n:

..,. 4,!, . r:t.. i N

.specific action as we might as therapists. It ii a good exampld Of, 4.-

, f ;

.two organizatibns with thfferetit missiona, wIth-diTferent alcies.of

operation, different values if Alt like, collaborating very success-
,

fully. These are both very important integra%ed social systems, the

health system and,the educational system and its refreshing to see'

thers:_two collaborate in this way succeasfully.

,

I'm tempted to tell you about somethingswe've been involved

id'alOnothead'Aine's, bui r.wirl'just mention that theiusua/ effoirts

.
.

toevaluate thia.kiOdof project don'tdamd out looking-ao well3, It

isrliery Very'difficuIt tO:get dstethat,will tell you you've done ,

01 ,

anything eXbept maybe everybody has had a good dine. Somhhow you.

kl\;d4

that' something mare thanbaving a goo'd time.*st have, come out

. -

of this, but ere,again-the,burCien.:of e 'proof is on yoU:

Another important thing about thisfrroiect I thini and this

has been Mentionedtoo, is that the project really wa excuted within

the resources of persondel and time of the regular school system.

Ahd that is not to say Oat more than A MilliOn dollara -weren't

spent on this project. But in terMs of the amount of_time that

'Zro

-



teachem and school admeuistrators and'students put into ft, I would

again reiteratl that 1 beVeve this:wouP be within the reach oft
-.

any sChOol system. 'Thi se! aire fairly easy techniques :to learn. ' .

; e

Another aspect i1tt1 at it dealt with the ,population group from

which mos,t,of the problms cok4J00, this, again, is highly signifli-

cant becausx people with the lowest incomes, the lowest occupational
. .

1pmel the 'least, amoun of education IA general Are the igroup from
,of
whom most 'ratital disoildera come. This isa Argegroup.of people,

, .. .. . . . ,

'1 our - v.
supopulation surveys show, and so meesures for ccessful inter-zt

vention are going to have.to be massive.

I'would like to reiterate and underlide,whae I hd'Ve heard today
r

about the dificultiei in lo4gLterm research, because it iS so_

difficult to arry odt long term research, I was inyolved.myself,

fOr soie yeare on One.particular project. \You get.Eired of it. You

Yor are very.fortunate if,you can keep the same staff throughout
*

the life of the project. .Andthere are funding changes. You con-

tave to find funda. Methods changer and-yog wish you had,

in the begiilping what develops'later. congratulate Ihe group here .

"
on being able to persevere. ,

Two other things,I want to menXin. Maybe this is an apology

for us in this'field of inquiry. Maybe we haven't bee using,

:haven't developed fully the kinds of instruments tha make sense tor
4,7T.

doing evaluation.j We use t e best ones we have,.and, Fe creats some

but it maybe.that we d have the appropriate ones -- sensitive

enough tizi .detedt'whaiever ehanges or effects result from ourackion.

4.

.,2

_
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Another aspect of thin, and I certainly congratulate theM on this, .

is suppose they had'stoppe aftet4he first few ytors. they never

would,hce/dIAve'red all tht4te changes"overthat length of tinie.

Its just locky in ipmense that they went far enough to seeAthat.thin

happened over thin many years. AI1 too frequently we give up after

a certain time, whereas if we had.taken it some yeaili furtherje

might haVe found very significant changes.

Now. One question t might ask is, ;What really hnppened in

those..ekildreriP ,If,1 were to speculate for myself atsionat may

have happened in those children14ho Were ltiCki enough to be in the
,

experimental groups, I'd say these children had an opportunity to

develop some leadership skills, to participate in the decisiOns that

had to do with learning and the activities in the classroom. This

was tested somewhat, I believe, when Paul Bowman said some teachers

,said these ktds know what to do and so they are easy to-teach. This,-

suspect,,gives.peopfe and these,childrea aleeling of autonomy which

. they might not haye had hefore. This certainly means'the opportunity.

'to have more options about what one does; it means flexibility in
A

choesing those options; it means more coping skills; if you will,

which must have come about as'a restat of this experiment. They must

'have developed a sense of belonging, and. this is very criticgl to

.normal and healthy development for all'of. us.' They-must have had; a
\

sense of peer support, I'M quite sure, which sometimes we are not

apt to emphasize when we focus on the damages an4 destruction of peer

pressuie. suspect"that was part of it. I suspect they gained



I

IP

sonic 'Wilde of nigUilicance also which they might not,h4ve gotten in

/An ordinary clanuroom. They were in small groups; 4nd the dynamics

of small groupn certainly do provide Thin.

Another aspect, I think, of Ibis kind of prolect in that it

does help to make preveakion activities rempected. And maype that in

what I have been talking about anyhow. 'Wben the mental health cent,er

legislation wa.s passed it mandated consultation and education

programs, and sometimes people equate prevention with consultation and

education. rt can be uo, but it may not. But this was a mandated

program which had to do with things other than purely pathology. There
Ac

aye two main strategies for prevention, primary prevention. One is

to change-the environment, and_tbe'Other is to change the individual

I
in relation to that etvironnualt. 'Prevention in our field can, ' t just

be left to the-clinicians. A lot of other people have to be

involved in prevention.

#

1

[Remarks parapWrased by principal invest ator frOM notes made at

Kans#s University Medical School's Roots of Responsibility Workshop,

SePtembet 1974. Full texts to be available in Proceedings of the

(..-'

workshop at a later date.]

-
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STUDY 'MP1'HOD4)IAX1Y

1. THE STUDY POPULATION.-

rT-NEllo basic data for chi, study.woro tocorda of public school

pupils collected and premerved by tho Creator Kansas City Mantel

'Health Foundation, tho Instituto,for Community Studios nd the

board of Education, Kansas City Public Schools in connection with

th Kansa. City School Behavior (Youth Deve1Opmen0 Project. The .2

".

current investigator became a senior issociste of the Mental Health-

Foundation NiMN Epideliologic Field Station in 1970, as the

original grantkwere expiring, and received the data and peimissioh

to mse further studies of the data at that time. The Foundation

later reliniluished its interest., and the study woe. continued,by, the

investigator through this granting period at the University of

Kansas.MediCal Canter in Kansas City.

This report deal,i'with only one segment of the total number of

records c4Fpiled by earlier investigators: the records of children

in the lowest (SES V) socio-economic gioup of- the pereINt project,

v. .
from the first experimental year.

The parent Project involved,one thousand four hundred pupi4s in

its first year, and another seven hundred ten in its second, final
.

Grants OMN0535,'FRII'MH2303, 'and 0MH02041.



experimental year. When-we began the present stuciy, three years of

folloWmp work had7been 'done on the first experimental year, and

a.

two On the second. Positive findings were emeiging.for one socio-

,economic grotip (SES V) from th.at first experimental year.

Three socio-economic strata of neighborhoods were included fn

the parent Project. These neighborhoods were rated on the'lasis of

data from a 1960 YMCA socio-economic status map of the area b7 an

independent panel of judges who rated a number of relevant factors,

prlor to the'experiment. Rteras were, school nurses, visiting'

teacheri (Rote School-Coordinators).and members 'of the instructional

staff. Ratings were used to match experimental and control classrooms

whiFh were.the 6it.s of analysis in the early.follow Up, Teachers

r: ,4

in the-classrooms were not made aware of. the ratings. Efforts 'were

,14

made to fill the top'twO strata of the Warner five level_system of

ratings, but were-unsuccessful. Ns ftpr the three:Strata of'the

first year parent project are 'as follows:
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I. Total Number of Pupils

for First Year YDP by SES 'Strata;

D , Glick' Analysis*

SES

III

IV

N Boys

493 7-231

416 221

495 222

1404 674

Gfrls

262

195

a'
730..

* These are real numbers, deve oped from
enrollment lists of participating
classrooms, parent project.

:14

p.

4

4

's'econd eXperimental year,,in which the first,year control

^e `!..

teachers became teachers in the experimen, w s part of,the parent,

YPD-prti.ject. Thalirst year control served a. control for ir)th

experimental yearsAso the second,year involveaonly experimental"

1

claa-%eooms whose teachers had served as controls the.year before

(making them their own c;nErols), "The.pOpils in the experiment .

the,second year were new 6th grade pupils. 1.'re have not,(61lowed

any of this group in che current study.

4 2
sB
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IV
V
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Ns in the table aboVe)were latovomdified to exclude pUpils

who did not actually sho4 up for c a or did not, coMOtete the

school yea , but these Ns are not shown in Dr. Glick's,repovs,

because the classroom was -s Unit of analysis.

Tptal N
28
20 0

26

Table II: Numbtr of Classrooms,

Entire Yoath Development Project (both years)

by SES Strafa.and Average Class Size:

Dr. Glick's Analysis.

P

\:gumbgr 'Of Class rooms

Exper. 1..N (Av. Size)

6 (30.3)

8 .(28.0) .

10 ,4 (27'.0)

(OP)
Exper. 2."N.

11'
6

- 8
*,

dp.

(Av.'Size)
,(29.7)
.(28.7)

(26.4)
_

.

'Control
11 '

6
8

(A1/. Sil

(28.3)
(32.0)
(26.5)
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THE COHORT FOR OUR STUDY:CONSISTS OF THE LOWEST SOCO-ECONOMIC

GROUP FROM THE FIRST EXPERIMENTAL YEAR,OF TIWPARENT'YDP PROJECT.

*-
This lowest socio-economic group was part ofthe poPulation

aI

followed through three years of school after the first expprimental

I. ---

year by Dr. Glick of Community pudiea. His inhouse reports
. '

o,.

- N
Zsuimariied as Report #1 &ir this grant) indicated cOnsistent

..
.,.. ,.,:

positive findings for thIs group at 'the end of the three year petiod.

His findings were the major.reason our study was begun, and the

reason it is limited td.the 5th.soCio-ecOomic_Arp4. No consistent
, .,

,
.

.
.

. .

:differences were noted between the experimenta1groups and their
_ $4

6Ottrols in the Other two SES,categories. (Analysis of second year
. b

experiment data had not yet approximated the.time covered in the

first, so we do not know.what that would have developed.).

The total number of.pupils in our Cohort is 386.

BIAS PROM LOSS

, Ten classroomsNwere.inclUded in the ExPetimental Group from

SES V in the phreni YDP the first Year. 'These ten,classrooms

contained 247'pupils bY enrollment statiQtics (see.table preceeding).
e,

.

'Thirtr-o e of these chiidren were lost during the ?eaeXperimental r.

No data was found for them in the yearsimmediately.'following the

experiment. Twenty-two childt of Spanibh-American,and Mexican

descent or identifithtion w othitted;from the Experimental Grodp

for our anftlysis.. Good records *ere available, but no Control
,

*
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F.

population existed in the parent YJiP data. (Race/ethnic identi-

.

fication was not usd in the early analysis produced'at then

Institute for Community Studies; and as classrooms wereethe unit of

analysis, pFobably could not haie been). Data, aneappropriate

controls were available for the remaining 194.

Eight classrooins were incluaed in the'Coltrol Group fr m SES

VAT.'n the pafent 1DP the Tirst year. These' eight classrooms

contained 212 participating pupils, twenty of NAvom were lost before

.

the follow Up years; Data are available for the rbmaiding 192.
, . .

- 0
.
Thisaoss constitutds eleven per centof the PactiCiliant

populatiOn SES V; Year i'Parent-YDR, and less than ten per cent of

r

the total enrolled population for this group reported-in. Table I.

"

The percentage loss for the Experimental Group is thirteen per.

cent,, and for the Control nine per.cent. An additional five'per

,cene of the participant population was onatied.from the studY'

deliberately because ere was nd'appropriate'cOntrol poPulation

for an important epidemiologic factor.

If the loss figures are computed after omitting the 22 children

Of Spanish-American or Mexican

population is 4i4elve per cent,

tion. Percentage loss for the

cent, and for the Control nine

Descent, loss in the.participant

and eleven for t_hprenrolled popuia-

Experimental group is fourteen per.

.-,..

In most :cases less than four children
.

were loatlier..;,claSsrOom.

If four children haa been lost per classrodm, our losses would total
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72, consiJably more than the 51 actually, missing.

.-

A, careful review of the circumstances by those familiar with

ehe schools at the time of the first experimental year suggested no

special reason for-the losses. A review of.the. characteristics of

the remaining pupils does not suggest that they aie sptcial.

4

Dr. Glick's earlier work consistently faileCto find classroom

differences in the test variables. StanfOrd Achievement test sco e

41,

from the fall of the first experimental Year, SES V suggest that

pupil abilitY. was similarlor the plPils lost an pupOls In our

cohort:.

t

Table Stanford Achievemen Test -

Mean Scores, Year'l Parent YDP. S S V Only,

Comparing Pupils Lost and Pupils Remaining,

in Current Follow Up Cohort

Mean Stanford Scores
.txperiment Control

.a X -a N

Pupils Remaining 4.7 1.2 194 4.4 1.6 192

Pupils Lost 4.4 1.4 31 4.2 1.1 20 L.

The total cohort for-the following analySis consists

then of 386 schoolichildren oh whom data are available: those who

N*
participated in the first year ofthe parent youth developMent

project froM SES V neighborhood elementary schools, minus those who

,
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'-were 1) lost by the first follow up year or 2) without appropriate

epidemiologic controls.

SEX DISTRIBUTION

The iattern of distribution of boys and girls is shown in the

following table.

(
Table IV: TOtal Cohort for Follow Up

Sixth Grade SES V Only, Year;1 Parent YDP

Male

Female

Percentaged for Sex Distribution 4,

Experiment Control N

52% 41% 178 46%

48% 59% 208 54%

_194 . 192 386 -100%

There are eight per cent more girls (54%) than boys (46%) in

the cohort. This imbalance is reflected also in the Control group,

, where it is larger. The direction of the imbalance is reversed in

'the Experimental Group, which has .04% more'boys tiTan girls.

Sex identification was available in data received from earlier

investigators, and was iurther verified by a randol check, of student

cumulative cards in the schools.

41W._

e.
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RACE/ETHNIC DISTRIBUTION

Racial/Eihnic differences are identified in the following

Table.

"Table V: Total Cohort for Follow Up

Sixth Grad4 S'ES V Only, Year 1 Parent YDP

Percentaged

R/E I.D.

for Racial/Ethnic.Distribution

Control

-

ExperiMent

Black 79% . 96X 337 87%

White 21% 04% ,049 13%

194 192 386 g00%

These figures represent'a difference of seventy-four per cent,

which indicates that the study population is overwhelmingly black.

This is true of both the'Experimental group and tHe Control, although
-

there is a 17% difference)) een he,two. Our analysis, findings,

and generalizing power will be largely restricted to black:youth,

a study oi\he effect of the prograft on inner city blacks who live

-

in lovisoci -economic neighborhoods.

Some Aalysis will done utilizing Oe non-black children,

but thersMall sample ze, especially in the Control must be kept in

mind.

Racial/Ethn identification was gathered by previous investi-

gators. Identift c tion of children in three categories 1) Negro,
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2) Cauca ian and 3) .Spanish or Mexican Surname,was made by cleeictr,

personrL in the public schools from it.ersonal knowledge.
/.

/
SOCIO-ECONOMIC STATUS'

1 (A comment only; methodolOgV was described in thrropening

2

graphs of.this chapter). The neighborhoods in the Youth Develop-

tf9

ment Project were'real neighborhoods, Odognized by liCA and sdhbol

_personnel:as -havinglunctionel integrity, and the schools were real ,

- -
N.

: ineighborhood-schools, of the eype recommended in the Report of the

/'
2.,

,

:..Joint Commission on the*.Mental Health of
4
Children and Youth, ,(1970).'

.

Bussing bad not begun. Urban Renewal had hot yet cnt its way'into

.
tbese inner city areas.- Assignment by neighborhood, circa 1960, is,

an on-7the-average'type of. measure whichJshOnld provide for some

,similatitiei in socio-economic background between tie Experiment

and_tbe Control groups. It appears, o lie a useful and realistic
-

, A

measure`for the times, and it is ec nomical.
.

4

.0sedon the eXperience of D . Lee Robins, in her landMark

research following only male patients from a Aild study clinigy

our experience at the EpidemiOlogi0 Field Station In .1Cansa4 City

following mental patients, and the experience of many others, the

cost of developing new data on sbcio-economic Variables at this late'

date seemed excessive (Rohinsi1969).

The pupils in the, study were-ho longer inthepublicschoo1s

in many cases, being 18 to 20 year/ old at the time this follow up
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grant.wat:sought. It wouldhave been necessary to find theth and rely

on,their memories of their family incoines, oaupitiOns, etc., some

eight years.previously,:when their werd in sixth grade. We woul(Phave

Olen had to exclude more children from our cohort as we failed to find

them for interview's, or as their memories vere faultf, or as they might

)

.
be unwilling to disclose- what information they might have had -- any',

for.whom we-could not haVe gotten adequate data.for analysit;

Dr. Robins has pointed out that tracing yOung women it particularly
,s

ditficult, and curcohort, unlike hers,is over 50% female.

Probabilit XteAsiv6 losses in.the study popUlatiod and

,

interview costs appear to Kexcessive for the dubious increase in

.accurecy of matching on this variab;e.... This seems particUlarly

true whereiClass interactions are not at stake.. Distinctions, if

,they could be glade, would have to'be made with a very fine scale.

We are dealing, presumably with only one soc16-economic class, and

'basically with one racial/ethnic group within that class.'

PROBLEM BEHAVIOR DISTRIBUTION .

1) .Family File

Early reports from Institute C nity Studies idvestigator

_Oren Glick suggeste'd (that the coficiit:to owed here might contain an-

Ambalance in problem behavior, or more properly children whose behavior

had been noted in the family files of the publiC ichools, in that he

found more of these children in the Experimental classrooms than in

the COntrol !ystroots.
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Early reports alSo make clear the admonition that no one

. -

interfere with the regular assignment of Children to classrooms at the

opening of the school year the year the-experiment was to take place.

It js not known whethergomeone, or several someone's, jugt couldn't .

7 '4
fesist the temptation to get special help for sOme children they felt .

\.,

.

,

wete in need-, or whether ,things just turned-out that way, but thcre is

c.3.

anAmbalance,favoring the control in the number pf Children who have .

,

,

.
.

problem lehavior records, in the family files prior to the expuiment .

year.
.

Family file data'for the period before the experiment was reciived

1

from previous invetigaiors. The dapa we received was collected from

the Pupil Seryices Department of the school system. Family Files are

kept for children,who are considered to have problems coping with the

school envitonment. 'Early data and analysis was provided Wan edited

'version ag our report #I.

Famtty files contain.information on the following, but only if

serious (i.e., offictalr).action is taken:

Juvenile Court Referral
Child Research.Council Referral
Visitirt Teacher Referral,
Pupil Services Referral '

Home-SchOol Coordinator Referral
Other Referral
Sospension
Special Withdrawal %
Transfer to'Corrective tnstitutions'
Welfare
Truancy
'Aardiness
Miscellaneous

51
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Noi all ctildren have Family Files; Only those who have in

some way exhibited coping difficulties which have required official

notice add action. The following table presents the imbalance

noted earlier in family file data.

Table VI: Total Coho;t'for Follow Up

Sixth Grade Grade, SES Vtnly, Yeat 1 Parent YDP
-,\

Percentaged for Family File Distribution +

(Before the Experiment)

Family File

No Frmily Tile

Experiment Control -N

07% 01%. 18

93% 99% 378 95%

194' 192 386 100%

The size of the difference is about 6.4%, where seven pet cent

is thf Maximuth figure-. The difference is important on that basis,

b basicallyr.because it is our outcome criterion. If the

Experimental and Cqntrol groups are.not matched at the outset on the

outcome cri(erion, care must be taken to allow for any imbalance in

later.analysis, and in assessing the meaning of outcome statements.

Note should be taken also that 1-le direction f the imbalance
9

fallors the cOntpl. Positive outcome will only requke less

new problem behavior in the Experimental group, but, working this

gioup up out of the hole it was in.at the outset. N

;e-
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AaditiOn Of further data:collected bx our(staff may shed light

on this imbalance: °We collected complete records on the children in

our cohort from the Kansas City Juvenile Court and from the Kansas
4,4

City PollIOIDepartment.

2) Juvenile Cour.t Records

Juvenile-Court records were examined bya member of our staff..
1'4

The records are arranged alphabeticallY by last name in two different

/sections: 1) Active files, .children under 17 years of age; and 2)

Inactive files, children 17 and older. Each file contains.a

description of the child, his family, any contacts with: the court

or related agencies, and the outcome or disposition of these'contacts.

Our interest was.; apart from verifying identitX of the child, in the

list of.contacts and Veir disObsition. This information could be

gathered from the face sheet, -Which listed referrals, and the inside

cover of the file folder upom'which court orders,were noted.

c. --
Identiftcation was primarily by birthdate and name, where little

school, data was available.

Contacts involving problem behavior wer4 collected, and coded

into categories utilized by the police department.

Part I offenses
Part II offenses
Other

%.....irTruancy

.Traffic
Probations

PAN



Part I Offenses

S

turglary
hoplift

AggraVa (ed Assult

Larceny
Robbery
Auto The t
Armed Robbery

Other

Parole Violation
0 Juvenile Interrogation.
Incorrigible
Complaint Investigation
Riding in a Stolen Car,

Part II Offenses

Destruction of Property,
Carrying-a Concealed Wehpon
Creating a P blic Disturbance
Posesskon oq Stolen Property

Disorderly
Soliciting for Prostitution

Intoxi6 on

COding for both'the Juvenile Court'data and,the Police Data

was done by a research asSistant experienced in handling data on

juvenile court, traihing school and policerdata, Ms. Jiidith Walker.. -

) Police Data '

Police data was entered on our class lists by police officers

at Tica4uarters. Our staff did not see the files there. We sent

two class lists per week to the police captain in charge, and he

returned them to us week by week until the entire cohort had I;een

worked through tis files. J;fated lists of contacts and dispositions

were made for each ehild had,a record in the police files.

Identity was verified again by birthdate. Police were helpful in

finding and, identifying several of our, cdhort who had not spent much

of the follow up time in school and helped Cut our loss of Ss to
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a minimum by verifying a'child'S continued presence in Kansas City

through his/her police record.

Again, only pibblem behavior was entered Intb our record for the

analysis. One .child had a record beginning shortly after birth; her

father kidnapped her from the hospital. That event was not entered

in our analysis.

Contacts were coded as; Part I Offenses, Part II Offenses,

Other Offenses Truancy or Traffic Contacts, asbefore, and entered
e'

into our analysis by school year. Summer dates were assigned on a

regular basis to the appropriate school year, so that a grade year

rUns. from Septemb 1 to the following August 31.

4) SUMMARY: PROBLEM BEHAVIOR

When data from all these sources is consideredy the magnitude of

the number of children in trouble (exhibiting problem behavior) is

doubled. In the following table, each child is counted onl once,

whether he/she has a family file, a juvenile court recor ,Va police

record or all three.

Table_VII: Total Cohort for Follow Up

Sixth Grade, SES V Only, Year 1 arent YDP

Percentard for Evidence of Problem Behavior

Before the Experiment

4.. -

1 Experiment Control

Evidence 11% 08%

No Evidence 89% 92%

194 192

N 5.3

/I

37

349

10%

90%

386

--z-

100%
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The iimbalance between the Experimental and Control groups is

diminished somewhat, but the difference is still there, and still

favors the Control, rdaking the task of the program tougher than would

be the case in a,carefully matched experiment.

.Consistent with data generally, the rateefor problem behaVior

,favors the girls in the Cohort. Our data does not appear to conform'

in terms of racial/ethnic differences however. The rate for white

children is much larger than that for blmits,in the cohort (Eisner 199).

Table VIII: Problem Behavior Prior to the Experiment

All Sources of Information
4

Rates Per Thousand at Risk

Males
emSles 72

B ack 80

ite 204

I.

Eisner, suggests black rates are generally 11/2 to 3 times as high

/ir as whife rates, even in studies where data is adjusted for geographical

area, age, income and family structure. tt is possible that ther

,

white children in Opr cohort have special family structure', fotkways

4. r,
,

. A
,

aud mores, or economiC problems of which we would not be aware. If

so, the test'is that much tougher in their mase. _At the very least the

.labelling phenomenon described by nearly all researchers in the

3 6
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delinquency field, and made the special target of the

National Strategy will have to be overcome on a larger scale in this

group, to show program success (Hunter, 1973).

-

On the whole, this imbalance in problem behavior rates makes the

test
,

for positive effect tougher, more conservative. Analyses will

.have to adjust appropriately for this initial difference in thetwo

groups.

5 7

so.
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DROPPING OUT

The comparability of the Experimental grou and the Control

group in dropping out of school after the experi ental year is also

of importance. If they hre not comparable on this characteristic,

outcome data could be seriody biased.

One factor which might lead an investigator to,test*for

comparability is the preViously noted disbalance in sex distribution'

in the .two,group4, with males predominating in the experiment: Boys

generally have higher dropout rates.

out.

Records of all pilpils were examined for evidence of dropping

Students were regarded as dropouts when they left the.school

they were attending and there was no data to indicate return to any

other school, and no data showing a transfer or withdrawal to some

other school or school system.

'

The following table presents the data on dropping out in the

two study groups:

)



A

ti)

Table IX: Total Cohort tor F91low Up

Sixth Grade, SES V Only, Year 1 Parent YDP

Percentaged for Evidence,of,Dkopping Out of School

t.

.

EXperimental Group

control Group

After the ExPerimentaI Year

Dropping Out
. t

4.26%

20%

89

'Prior Variable?

Staying In N

747. 194

80% 192

297 386

Is\this difference (p=< .01) attributable.to lhe sex imbalancer-
d

mentioned above, i.e., spurious in nature? lables IX and X present

1

the data to test this notion.

IL I.

Table Xt Total. Cohort for. FolloW Up

Sixth Grade, SES V Only, Year 1 Parent YDP-4

Percentaged for Evidence .of Dropping Out,Aftg

4 "
the Expekimental Year, by Sex 70.

Dropping Out Stayi4 In N

Males 30% 70% 178

Females 17% 83%, 208

89 297 386
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Males in our cohort do, as expected, have d higher rate of

dropping out [flan females (p=<:01). The male rate is approximately

300 per thousand at'risk; and.the female rate 170..
4

I.

Table XI.: Total Cohort for Follow,Up

*ih Grade, SES V Only, Year 1 Parent YDP

Percentaged for Evidence of Drovping Out

Partialled tc5 Coatrollor"Sex Distribution
0-

Ent
Control

and Dif fetentiar 'Drppolit Rt

timert Rate"= -326

. ,

= 260.

.

.7'Experiment

tv Control-
. Jg.

JI!,rtxperiment al, Rate -=

,
Control Rate =7147

p>..051'

'0'.?"'

:

Malda, Only

Dtopping Out k' Staying
4/ 7

S
,

""

4.`

r

67%

12.5 178

Femalea Only

Dropping,pdel

i 20%

204

6

9-

Staying In

.80%,

8'4 -,1745,

268172
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By this line of reasoning, since tbe apparent assocition

between the Experimental condition and Dropping AINm disappears from

'-'410Istatistical _significance in bath portions of the tahle, we accepted

the nyll hypothesis and regarded the Experimental gronp and Control

grogp as comparable. The original difference, noted in Table VIII,

appears ta be primarily a spurious difference, largely a fundtion of

the higher dropout rate for males and the maldistribution of males

.1n4:he two groups.

Intervening Variable

There is, however, some continuing evidence in the data that

rates for dropping out may be somewhat greater in the Experimental

group. Could this small difference rest on intervening variable sudh

as sehools attended after the experimental year? Perhaps there are

different dropout rates in different junior and senior high êchools.

If this is the case,-and Experimental and Control group children do

attend these schools differentially, later school may specify a

condition under whIch the rates are higher or lower for the two

groups.

Aualysis revealotd that 70%.of the children in the study went to

either Lincoln Junior High and High School, or Central Junior and

. High School. The remaining children went in small numbers to a

variety of other schools in the district. Tests of association with

variabls of interest led us ta classify these otheitschaols with
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\N

Central.as a single group of non-Lincoln schools. Consequently, all

school data'is presented in this collapsed format.

For instance, 'tests of statistical significance for the associa-

tion between the Experimental/Control condition and Juvenile Court

records of problem behlvior reach the .01 level of statistical

-
\ significance for tables separating children by later school attended.

rn these tests the Control was high at Central High School, Manual

High School, Northeast High School and Westport High School. The

Experimental group was high at iincoln High School'only, Ns are
. .

small when the study population is broken up into specific

categories. We felt that economy of expressipn, claritk of'presenta-

tion, and the value of conservative testing was achieved best by

combining the data.

No structural reason is apparent for the paths these students

took to later schools. As far hs the school system is con-erned,

students from the'elementary schools in oUr study are as likely to

attend Lincoln as Central. There is no official pattern.

S.
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Table XII: Total Cohort for Follow Up

Sixth Grade,!SES V Only, Year 1 Parent YDP

Percentuged for Evfdence of Attendance at Different

.Schools After the Experimental Year
4

Lincoln Other

14% 86%

47% 53% 192

118 268 386

cm5.01

As shown in Table XI, children in the Experimental a9d.Control

groups did not attend Lincoln, or Other Schools in equal proportions.

The Control group was more4prominent at Lincoln, and the Experimental

in the other schools. Of,course 6 this time in the follow up, no

Alpine At theOhaols would have known who they were. No records were

kept, and thereby none were sent along with theth. The children were

now three grade years separated from the experimental.year classroom

and with a whole new group of teachers and administrators.

,r
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Table XIII: Total Cohort for Fbllow Up

Sixth Grade, SES V Only, Year 1 Paren; YDP

Percentaged for Evidence of Dropping Out at

Later Schools 4.

Dropping Out Staying In

18% 82% 118

25% 75% 268

89 297 386

pm.01

The dropout rate at Lincoln is 178, and the rate at Other schools

Taille XIV: Total Conort for Follow Up

Sixth Grade, SES V Only, Year I Parent YDP

Percentaged for Evidence of Dropping Out,

Partialled to Control for Distiibution in Later Schools

and Differential Dropout Rate-4:-

4

Lincoln Only

Dropped put Stayed In

-
Experiment 25% , 75% 28

,

Control 16% 84% 90

21 97 118

pm<.01

The Dropout Rate for the Experiment is 250, and for the Control

155, suggesting that something is happening with the Experimental

group children who went on to Lincoln, more than with the Controls.

6.1
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Other Schools

t. Dropped Out Stayed.In N

Experiment ' 23% 77% 166

Control
....

'28*
.

. 72% 102

68-....., 200 268

Dropout rates for the,Experiment and the Control at Other schools

are 234 and 284 respec,agely.

Tests for partial associations in Tabfe XII suggest a condition

(attendance at Lincoln Schools) which affects the assoCiation between,

the experiment and dropping out. It should be noted that Experimental

Group children dropped out more than their Controls when they attended

Lincoln,,but not if they went on to schools other than Lincoln. The

rate for the Experiment at Lincoln is higher, whle it is approxi-

mately the same as that for the Control when children are attending

other schools.

Further inspection othe data suggests that it is possible that
1--

dropout rates for males are lower at Lincoln than at other schools,

exclusive of experimental control conditions, while females rates

vary by experimental-control condition differentially by schpol

attencled.
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J Dropout Rates for Males

Experiment, Lincoln 240 .

Control, Lincoln 230

Experiment, Not Lincoln 350

Control, Not Lincoln 370

For Females

250

\.90

7 170

300

Both males and females have highest rat s at Other schools, if

they are in the Control Group. Males in the Experiment also have a

higher rate at Other schools, but females in the Experiment have their

highest rate at Lincoln.

SUMMARY: DROPPING OUT
se

Such differences as were noted in our fi ropout table,

Table VIII, were vgarded as primarily an effe'#of the association

of this variable with sex and the sex disbalance noted previously

bet een the experimental group and She contrOl group. A possible
-.

sec ndary effect. from'the richools children attended after the

' experiment was also noted.

The two groups, experimental and control were regarded as

sufficiently comparable for further study.

Based on this experience with the data and the advice of our

consultants decision was made to handle the date4n further analyses

in six study groups.

tt,



2. THE SIX STUDY I.RoUP!;

Once we were ,,attsfledthat the Control group.and Experimental

group were sufficiently comparable for analysis, we divided the study

population into ni4 study groups to control major sources of bias for

further comparisons.

The study population was divided into groups whiCh were homo-

geneops for sex, race .or ethnic identification and sehoo1N attendd

after the,experimental year. This division resulted in six groups:

1. White Males, who went on to Other sch6a`from the

experimental year, labelled WMO.

2. Slack Males, who went on to Other Schools from the

experimental year, labelled BM

3. White Females,yho weRt on.to Other Schools Irom the

experimental year, labelled WFO.

4. Black Females, who went on to.Other SchoolsTom the

experimental year, labelled BFO.

S. Black Mhles, who went on to Lincoln from the experimental

year, labelled BML.

6. Black'Females, who went on to Lincoln froM the experimental

year, labelled 5FL.

These groups wei-e subdivided by the Experimental and Control

cohdition to'then produce six comparison or study groups for the

analysis as follows:

1. WMO Ex N.46

WMO C 4



2. MO Ex 10

1. WEO 6

UFO C

4. BFO Ex

BFO C

5. BML Ex

BML C

6. 8FL Ex

4BFL C

14

44

55

50

14

10

14

60

It should he noted that there are no whtte study-groups for-

Lincoln School. None of the white children in-the study attended

Lincoln, so our.comparisons there are for black children only.

Devising study groups in this mannerfshould contt fd)r the

effects or bias of variables which arepot associated yith the

experimental/control condition equally -- sex., face or ethnic

identification and school environment during the follow up.

3. [DATA COLLECTION

,Our cohort then consists of the entire first year SES V pop-
-.

ulation from the parent YDP including both experimental and control

classrooms of children. ;he cohort is limited to those children

who actually participated in the program. Pupils who were not

present for the initial testing at the beginning of the program are

L..
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not included, even if they were present for class later. Only tbue

4children for whom we have records for the full period are included.

,----
itECORDS FROM EARLIER INVESTIGATORS -`

Records.received from earlier investikators included:

name of pupil

classroom in experimental year

Stanford Achievement testicores from experimental year

birth date

sex

race/ethnic group identification

teacher ratings for

public schools

school

school

master

seventh, eighth, and ninth grade years,
A

absences for seventh, eighth and ninth grade years

family file data for K-9 inclusive

list of pupils in the parent YDP by,original class-
--

room, Experiment and Controls.

ASSEMBLING THE STUDY POPULAtION LIST

Our first task was to re-locate the

used the, aster List for SES V Year 1 of

,Pupils air,tfie list w
\ ,

testing at the b ginning o

(

school year the experiment
.._..

le

pupils in the cohort. We

the parent yu..

checked for participation in the initial

the program, and for participation in the
,

took place in the classroom of record.
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pupils were not retained for die study population if both criteria

were-tiOt met.

Pupils were then coded for racSal/eanic identifitation, as

nCied in the sectiOn devoted to Racial/Ethniic distribution earlier

in this Chapter. thildren of Mexican-American or Spanish-American

deacent were xc].jded for the study population because all 22 were in

the M4ster List.

The list of pupils resulting from this effort.was submitted.to
, .

the Board of Education, Kansas City Missouri Schools &Jr identification.

A run through their computers identified children currently in

school and located them in the proper school. This permitted us to

go to the high school ahd Search out the child's caliti6ntTecord.

This list is referred to ;11 our documents as List Fouad in School.

The Board of Education also furnished,Us with a computer list of

children not found in the school system. We searched for these

childien in the schools'ourselves, and in juvenile court, police and

)

mental health center files.
.da

Data was needed to complet he school records for two more

years..land to construct rec sjor contacts with the*juvenile court ,

olice department'and mental\health centers.

.DATA FROM CUMULATIVE RECORD dARDS

.,

,,NA searCh was instituted:for the Cumulative. Record,CardtEr4of.
,,'4Ns.

P P s in our cohort. These cards contain record of absencb's and 6f-
,

..

%

teacher ratings, and are located in,the school'Currentlyette d -
,

by the child.
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List of names not found in the school system.

This list was a so a print-out, from the School Board,. It

contained the student number and original ctassroom number. The

mumbers were matche,d with those from the original classroom lists

to obtain names.-

If there was some original information on the child, the school

which was last noted was used as the place to begin looking for the

record. From that point the yellow-transfer cards, which are filed

alphabetically with the cum cards, were used to trace the movement.

If, however, there was ir information given for the 63-64 year,and
4re,

:a further loss of information during the 65-66 year., no follow up

was done. In a few cases, there was family file information but no

original cum Card information. When'this occurred we.tried tracking

down the complete cum card.

We checked through the original'cum cards and if a hole was

,found in the Personal Ratings during the original study this as

picked up during the follow up.

One group which presented a problem was the,students who had

attended West Junior High. We consulted, with Dr. Clyde Baer, of the

Board of Education as to the most likely high school these 'children

would attend. Sincelthey. were listed on the "not found in school"

list, we were not expecting to find many of them. Dr. Baer had a

breakdown of a group of 84 students who had attended West Junior

High. The following list shows the disbursement of these 84 students:,
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Manual 9

Northeast 18

Westport 0 23

Other 2

Out of District 24

Not located 8

84

e:'.

From this example we saw that slightly more than one-half of the

.students went to Westport, Manual, or Northeast and .0bat of the

-remaining group tran rred out of the district or were not located.

We concluded that i wouldtpe worthwhile'to check our li t of West

Junior High atudents ainst the Westport, Manual, Northeast, and

Archives files. If they werenot located in one of those places we

. did not try to track them down any farther.

Teacher Ratings

Teacher ratings are the evaluative numerical statements class-

room teachers record on report cards in the Kansas =City School

District which reflect the teachers judgment about the pupil in

four work categories: 1) work habits, 2) responsibility, 3) self-

control, and 4) getting along with others. Each teacher rates each
lb

pupil from on a scale of five for each category. There may be more

than one teacher rating the pupil each year. We recorded the mean

rating, standard deviation and the number of raters for each work

category for each pupil...0for each years These ratings are a normal

part of each child's school record. liethods replicated 'those of

010
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earlier investigators, and completed some records which they hail,

not been able to complete.

4

-

A5sences

Abs6nces by school year are also recorded on the Cum Card.

Absences are recorded as "days absent." If absence record was not

complete for a given school year, the data was not included in our

study. Only:data for complete years was used. Absences were collected

into weeks absent'for our analysis, or expremed as average weeks

absent.

Data collection methods, replicated those of earlier investigators

adding to records receiVed from them.

OTHER VARIABLES

The Family Files

Methods used in'gathering data from the Family Files have been_

discussed at some length in the.previous section devoted to that.

data as a prior conditioti of our population. Both lists (found and

not fbund) of students were checked in the files. Forms fo

collecting the data were devised andAwere used in the data collection.

, Care was taken to represent an incident of problem behavior only once.

. ,

Family Files were arranged alphabetically at a central office.

Juvenile Court Records-and Pdlice Data

Please refer to earlier section dealing with this information.
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Boih 4 a,itere -also-rum through :thercat4,,file of fhe Western

missclurAmen01:(Health Cgi_lier% : We04n MiSsouri- is the current'
,

..- ' ,

fo. of tfle Psychiatric Receil../in'' enter-del'elo.PO'by the Greater
. . -

A

KansaS City Mental Health FoundOion and opeiated under contaacipith

y,

the CI* Of:Kansas City, MissOuri,-as a comprehensive community mental

ita lth center.

epresenied in

the western th

Its catc4ement area incluaes the neighborhoods

our study. The facility has become the facility for

Ltd, of Missouri, in a.state operated system of mental

health services. It was thus regarded as the most likely (and only

public) center for mental health, services for our study population.

The card file at Western Missouri is an alphabetical file of

people who have been seen on any of the services. The card"gives

, dates of visits or stays kd type of service given. Patients are .

identified by name, birthdate and address.

We'.have not included mental health center data as evidence of

problem behavior, where problem behavior has been-reported as a
%.4

phenomenon combining school, police and juvenile court problem

records. These last three.sources of information are frequently

utilized in discussions of juvenile delinquency. Contact with

mental health services generally is omitted from that list. Our

experience with the referral of children to Western Missouri is

t at where it is a result Of school behavior problems, it appe rs

in those reCords. Not enough is known about the nature of the '



complaint to assign other contacts to tbis category; Data will be

presented separately in the Findings section.

GraHe Year

All data was organized by grade year,-defined as a calendar

year from September 1 to August 31 inclusive. After preliminary

analysis, this variable was selected as the time statement, repretenting

both the distance between,the experimental year and the year the out-

come measure represents, whether the child was in school, in school

but out of phase, or in school and tracking. In this manner, attention

can be focussed on approximate age of the chifd, and time elapsed

since the experiment, which is thereby kept constant in the /comparisons.

THE NEW MASTER LIST

Finally a new Master List was cbnstructed alphabetically, con-

taining al b4/-children in our study poPulation, with identifying
gtev

data f eferencing to student records and original classroom

in the xp.e ime I year, experiment 1 group and control. No child

was included who 1) aidanot participjte in initial testing, 2) aid

not complete the experimental year ihe original classroom, 3) did

not have at least two years of school data available and 4) could not

be placed in the cityp,for the period of the follow up.

Students were coded by student number, by original classroom,

and by identifying numbers to permit cross-referencing data gathered

by previous investigators who Used another system of numbers. Coding

instructions were developed for all data, and data coded for IBM card

75
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punching.. Cards were made and corrected for errors in coding or

punch g. Computer print outs were utilized in data analysis. Code,

and card format attached.

Raw data is stored under lock and key under the personal super-

vision of the investigator. Records have been kept in such a way as to
. .

permit any future investigators to build on our work.

A statement should be made recognizing the professionalism of

previous investigators, which We liave had many opportunities ,to

appreciate. .Records lave been kept intact and were made intelligibly

at the outset. Our follow up would have been itpossible otherwise.

Relationships with the schools-etc., have been built carefully and

well. We have had the benefit of this early work, afid trusi We-have

continued An a similarly responsible manner.

SUMMARY: DATA COLLECTION

A cohort of three hundred eighty-six children was identified

from the SES V, Year 1 parent YDP.project for folloW up. This.study

population, or population at risk, consists pf children who partici-
.

4

pated in an experimental sixth grade year in the Kansas City public (

schools, and their cotiirols from that project. Demographic data,

And data for a three year follow up in the public schools was

received from previous investigators. Replicating data for two

more years of school follow up, and adding data for police, juvenile

court, and mental health center services comprised the new.data
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collected by this Investigator and staff. Old records were verified',

and in some instances, COmpleted for the first follow up period, as

well.

Variables of interest are:

experimental/control condition

sex identification

race/ethnic identification

outcome measures

grade year

aropping out

problem behavior

familrifile entries

juvenile court entries
4

police contacts

school absences

teacher ratings

mentat healt ices

4. TECHNI

0

F STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: STRATEGIES

Background,

Early analyses-from the,Institute for Community Studies dealth

with the classroom as the unit of analysis, following the parent YDP

Study design. We chose the child as the appropriate unii of analysis,

particularly because th,e original classrooms were not functional

1/4
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units after the experimental year;. children scattered in a seemingly

random manner to a variety of junior highs and high s_spools. No class

room group stayed intact in the follow up years. Our analysis of the

Comparability of the, experimental and control.groups indicated that

later classroom or school experience and environment might have

d1:

portant effects on outcome. Race also looked important. This

cision was made at the Mental Health Fo44aa;4on Epidemiologic Field

Station, but our biostatistical consultants agreed when they came

into the project after.j.t was moved to the KU Medical Center.

Finally, after consultation with our longitudinal study con-

sultant, Dr. Philip Enterline, we settled cul two concurrent procedures.

1. selection of a standard population or super control consisting

of the pooled experimental and control groups; i.e., the
4

standard or expected-frequency is that of the average of the

groups, which Dr. Esterline felt was Ole cost conservative

test.

2. Selection of the cdntrol group as the standard for the popu-

lation at risk, against whki the experiment should be

measured, whick was regarded by our Biometi departmdnt

facult,y as ihe usual arid proper process.

3. Application of X specific rates to this (these)

standard (s).

4. The Mantel-Hentzel goodness of fit, chi-square

suvirvorship test introduces the time variable
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for the longitudinal analysis, selected for this function

by Dr. Enterline.

5. Statistical signficances between Ale experimental and control

(non-cOmbined) groups were-determined by the use of an

-aJapt1On of chi-squared testg designed by Pearson to determine

sign44cance between age-adjusted death rates.

We felt that while the pooleeltandard proposed by Dr. Enterline

was more conserVative, the use of the contibl alcine for this purpose

was sufficiently that we should show it as well. Use of the

control alone will give other investigators, who might be unfamiliar

-
with the pooled standard, a better feel for the size of the outcome

figures, since, it will be more in line with their experiokL_Tables

etc., are clearly marked ag to the base used.

Wherever possible and practical, both methods are utilized in

this report.

Strategy of Analysis

t

A. Definition of the Problem (Reprise)

The Kansas City Schiool Behavior Project was intended to devise

and test the effectiveness of a program of action for the

treatment of mild behavioral disturbances in children in the

school setting. The program was expected to prevent,
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to some extent, severe behavioral disturbances among these

children in the adolelcent years, and to have an effect on

behavior in the total community as well as in the school

setting. Th,- design was executedAthin the resources of

' personnel and time budget:of the regular school system. The

project was intended to be a pilot demonstration -- a model for-

other schools and communities.

Early follow up of the pupils in the project indicated that

there might be positive results three years if'ter the experiment

took place. This pattern of differences was observed in referrals,

suspensions, absence rates and teacher ratings. After six years

of extensive effort, the pay-off appeared to be emerging from the

mountain of data that had been gathered. We h4d to know if it

was dependable, and whether it could be broadened to behavior

outside th school system. We felt we had to know what pe

conditLs were under which it worked or failed to work.

B. Flà.for Analysis and Evaluation

, 1. If the apparent prevention effect noted in the ninth grade

year data can be shown to persist into the two following

-Aool, years; and,

2. If-this apparent prevention effet, can be buttressed with

data from outside the school system, giving it both

greater credence and value; and,
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3. If epidemiologic conditions can be specified under wh,ich

the effect is valid, invalid or more or less pronounced;%

then,

4. We can reasonably make recommendations for ihe design of

future intervention efforts consistent with our findings

and our understanding of the relationships among the
\\\

important factoia deltmited in our analysis.

Our attempt to answer these questions took this form:

C. Data0pllection

1. Absence rates, teacher ratings.

Family File entries for two further school years extending

the time of the school follow tip to five years, orphe

eleventh grade year.

2. Police records, Juvenile Court records and Mental Health

Center records for the entire life of each child in the

study up to an including the eleventh grade year.

Many other indicators might be used. Our concern was that:

J 1. We dupliiate the earlier data on a longer time line.

2. We utilize real life variables -- records which are kept as

an ordinary proce4 (and Ihot conjured up for our benefit)

and are consequential in the lives of children in a

community.

(
I.
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D. Methodology

1. In order to provide the most conservative answer to thes

questions we have engaged in the following procedure:

a) assume.the null hypothesis;

b) pool the experimental and control group frequencies t

arrive at expected frequencies; and,

c) compared the experimental condition with the (pooled)

expected frequencies.

d) a standard experimental/control comparison characteristic

by characteristic.

e) compared each race X sex X school group (each of the

six study groups) on each variable and graph the

longitudinal changes.

2. The two groups are compaable -- the differences note
-\

the charts should not be attributed to:

a) Loss in follow up
A

1: loss rate well Within acceptable 4mits -- less than

10% over five years.

2. Review of characteristics of remaining pupils doeS'

not 'suggest losses were -any Special group.

b) Dropping Out

No statistically sig diff E/0

c) Social and Economid Factors'

1. NeighborhoodsAwell m.itched

2. All children in one socioeconomic class, no

bussing etc.

3. Stanford Binet Scores

R within .3 -- no. big difference 4
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4. Behavior problem rates prior to sixth grade

experience if anything favor control.

A final, anatysis "Were Children in Trouble Helped?" ,was addAT

to deal with one of
o

already in ouble',

the goals of the parent IMP; to help children

as an alternative to expensive lU.i$erapy. . In

this, analysis, the experiment and control groups have n heen-
..:

.pooled to estab h expected frequencies. A standaird eriment/

Xnntrol .design Was employed..

CA71fiTA, z-,

-
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The Teacher Ratigit

The teachers rating is a c score (summed) developed from

numerical ecores teachers sive pup, s on work habit:; getting along
. ,

responsibility and self-control. Each characteristic
,-.0

' may.b frOM 1-5, so 20 would be a perfect score. Ratipgs may

e Made bY'more than one teacher each year, and sometimes as many as

out-or five teacherS. .Means of ratings for each of the four

Chaiacteristids were suMmed to*produce a combined score for each

ild tor-e 'ade year.

A

:Data. begioe h the-Seventh grafle year, immediately after the

-ur
1

eXperiment and jontnue 'through the eleventh grade year. Most of the

children were in schè other than the elementary schools where they
.de .

were in the experiment by this time. Ratings-should,nof be affected

5.

by awireness by teachers that children had .or had not been In the

experimental or control grobps. No entrie?. were made in the cHildren's

. ,

records, and there is littlecommtiniCation from school to sthbl.

An inspection of the,Chart whichAfollos indicat4s that if we
.

had wily seventh grade'year and eieventh grade year data we mighi

concludea positive effect. However, thedongitudinal vie4 'does not

A
support this concluSion,.AP thetenih grade yeari,,

A
-

Figure.lkpresents the 'data, for the- eritental group against

tile pooled standard
9

thp.samd experimental data.pgainsp the simplr.controfstiedard.

for the popUlation at risk. Figure ID presents
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Both graphs *how the Ekperimental group with higher ratings

immediately after the experimental-intervention in sixth grade.

Both graphs show the experiment slightly, better off at.the ninth

grade year and die final year of the follow up.

Breaking the data down by schools attended after thp.siXth,gtade

produces much learer pictures, and an explanation of what wilhpro-
-.

/

ducing the relatively flat effect, or, lack of-effect in he

comparing only the experimental and.control.conditio

show a rather noticeable effect.

Figur 2A show6 the data with the pooled stan

2B the da a with the regular *control. Both fig

ratings ate consistently higher for t e experiment:4

\...,

Schools, and lower at Lincoln. Size oi the differen
. .

experimental- apy)controlgrouR:latings is smaller fo
. ,

it,

control, as we expected, but both graphs are Clear a

the differences. The. solid line:is llpsistently
N1/4

in oneAtet of Schools and consistently below at Lincoln..
...

1

0

*

el
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OThER SCHOOLS Figuni 3B,
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LINCOLN SCHOOL Figure 3B (cont.)
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It appears possible that something, in the environments at Lincoln

and at Other Schools is related to teacher ratings. Something which

works wiEh the experiment at the Other Schools, and something which

works against it at Lincoln.

These findings might be even more marked in this difference if

White Females at Qthdr Schools had not been rated consistently lower

when they had been part of the experiment than when theY had been in

the Control. One can't help but be curious about what-was happening.

Findings for of our six study groups are presented in

Figures 3A,and 3B. Figure SA presents data compared 'tjche pooled

standard, and 38 the regular control.

Inspection of the study group graphs suggests the finding of.

'pcositive effect for the Experimental group at dther Schools is largely

4.
a result of 4aitive effext.for Blaek Femalks and White Miles at

Ver Schools'. Black 4les have generally higher ratings also, but

this effect has disappeared ana reversed at the.eleventh grade year. .

Reenforcement is probably in orderat the tenth grade for many of

:41!.

these pupils,.both Female and Male.

As waathe case in comparing Figure2A and Fltige ,213, the pooled'".

standard gives a more conservative, b t not a dif:ferent picture of

the results.

On the whole then,.we find poitive effect forthree of \iur four

study groups who went on to.other schools, and negaive effects for

pupils who went on to ,Lilieoln School. This specifies an'epidemiologic
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condition under which the experiment tends to work or not work -- the

school environment in the years following the experiment. Data also

shows clearly how a positive result in one enwtronment may cancel or

At,

be cancelled by a negative result'in another, in the over-all assess-

mentpf a program. Or results in peculiar findings if only one

;Ienvironment is tested? We were fortunate that our stud population

attended, severaldifferent schools, and that the environments

apparently differed in ways important'to the success of this project.

At t4is point wd hav.e shown data on one dimension, teacher

t ratings, which showsfthat the prevention effect is present, and

persists into the tenth and eleventh gride years, and that it may
0-

be conditional to apPropriate later school environments. The effect

is,linked to the experimental year in that it begins the following,

or seventh grade year. There ii no gap in the time order.

.4r

4

(
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The.Abeence Data

Abse4e data has been converted.fromldays absent, to average

.snumbar.of abStret.,weeirfor,Comparative purposes. Data begin with the

savienth grade year immediately after the experiment, and continue

,

JO. i.
.43

A al..: Nig

through the eleventh grade year. In the Oork of earlier investigators,

and in the parent project design, absences were regarded as at least

partially a reflection of dissatisfaction with school, failu elto aceept

a steady school roleand generally a failure to wori out a pos tive

coping strategy for an important segment of a child's life. We ave

accepted that definition in regards to absences as problem behavior.

One-might also note that the schools define absences as problem
4

behavior, imposing sanctions in cases of excessive or unexcused

absences.

An inspection of the chart which follows indicates that while

Experimental and Control group absences are about the same in the'''.

year immediatelytafter the intervention year, by eighth grade a

definite pattern has begun with Experimental group absences lower

than thei5ooled control: These differences are statistically. siqi-

ficant fu,gr,ade,years nine and_Len (Figure 4).

-Differences increase in size, but the pattern remains the same

when the siMple control.is utilized ih the chart in Figute 5.

Wheniabeences are compared in ourPsix study groups, Figure 6A,

using thelpooled control, it is clear that most of the effeceliated
1,

.,0;ittAtAle

9 .1

N:
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Figure 4 is a result of fewer absences among children in the'

10.

Experimental group who are.1) black and 2) in Other Schools.

Differences are in the proper direction in some of the other charts,

but are not marked. .Agaia% it 'appears that the Experimental ',group
A

children are better off When they go on to schools other than Lincoln,

and it appearsthat reenforcement of the intervention might have been

useful about the time of the tenth grade year.

As in the case.of the teacher Ratings, it seems possible that

something in the environMents it LincOln and at Other Schools is

different, iv& related to absence rates. Something. which works with

the Experiment at the Other Schools, and something which works either '4
P

against it (with the control at Lincoln..

When we use the standafd control, in Figure 613, differences are..

accentuated, and perhaps clearer.

6

1 0 j

fs.
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)
The absence data.adds 11-1Urther dimepsion to suggest a prevention

k

eft which persists a least 'into tti tenth grade year, and which

may.be conditional to appropriate later school environment's.
4

The FaOily File Data

I

The nature of the family fileAata was described at some length

Ain our Methodology section, #1 The St dy Population, which discussed
-

the compaeability of the.parent YDP SES Vexpd-iment 1 and control

groups. The Kansas City MiAburi FaMily.i21le is a Iecord of behavior
u

- problems in the schools wh1ch\r7de referral or. Other.iocumentation

necessary. It includes suspensions, visiting teacher referrals,

referrals to'other helping agencies -- in shortx it is a kiol of

\

- system banging count.

Data consist of the number of behavior probl s noted in the

^

family files prior to the intervention year, and then the number of

problems noted, class year by Class year beginning withsthe inter-

vention, or sixth grade year. 'these problems would include any
,

problem notation in any of alirteeo content areas:

Juvenile Court Referrals

Child Research Council Referral

Visiting Teacher Referral

Pupil Services Referral

'Home School Coordinator Referral

Other Referral
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.1

Suapension "-

Special Withdriwal

Transfer tb.Correctional Institutions.

- \
. ..We 1.fii re

True

Tardiness

Miscellaneous.
,

Cate was taken to make sure that only problems were coded into

.at

I

the record, and that each roblem was counted only once.

An inspecCion.olhe hart in Fiiure 7 wi4 indicate Posiwive.
. .4

,

effect for all years after the experimenter year, except grade year
1

r

eleven: Both the tenth and eleventh' grade differences /we sfetistically
#/

significan't at the '.05 level. Sixth, seventh, eighth and ninth grade

year differences are in the oper directioalr-but fall to reach, the
"

r
significance level in this compariqpn with the pooled Control. The

.N..reversal in direction during the )elevengrade year may indicate 211,

need for.reenforcement hometime prior that poini'in time.

The\diffierence in problem behavidr-isOricii.to the experimental

years ie.also.statisticall(sigfiificant, nd favors the contol. This

is the sarne finding, we described earlier in the kethodology Sectpn,

although it is produced via a. different route of analysis.. The report

,in the 4ethodology seCtion was in terms of numberls of kids in trouble;

-

1

while'this repor)t.is made by number ofgproblems In both'cipesv the

.

control is in "better" shape at the outset of th/parpt projecit.. 'The'

r

1 ; :3
f

-411
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Experimental group ntartn tkom behind the prw4ethial 'eightball, but

Sittig shows poultive tenolts, particularly in the tenth grade year._

The solid line shown the Expertmental group problem count. there'

are even in thin compari%on with the pooled control, teweE, behavior

protalvms in the Experimental group atter the interventiop.

"When these data are compared to the standard or nimple control.,

shown in Figure 8, ditterenceS are larger.

;

\

1
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Figure 9A shows the familtfile data study group by study, gr9up,
4 \

comparing the Experimental group data to the expected frequencies
fi

developed by pooling the E erimental and Control group figures.

Dre Glick reportedfralier that ne found a diffefence in these

data favoring.the Experimental,group-at the ninth grade year. Some

a . ,

evidence for this finding can be seen in thes& Figures; except for
,

. ,

.

the Black Males at Other Schools -- in five of the sixtarts. Sim$1.41.

..
differences shot./ in the combined charts in Figures 7 and 8, tending

to confirm hii finding, although the pattern does not rea0 statistical

4 significance.

Figure 9B shows the same Experimental Group data.compared with

the Standard Control.

a.

-4*

:.1

1 I
:1_ I' -A-
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As before, in ale other sch ol.based measures, the maih porti

of the positive effect see e cecsinufrord'Other'-Schools,

possibly from Black pupira.ont-Y.
,f..'

Further details relatinget

C'
0

the final portion of thls 'Find

the Family File Dati,may be found in

/ -
ngs section, "Were Children ip.Trduble.,

Helped?", whictmakes before an after'compaliions:,

SUMMAR OF SCHOOL DATA

DatA presented sn far sUgg that there is indeed a measurable

prevention effect ^for the expert unt discernable in,the school based ,

on information collected. by'pre OS investijators,,,Data suggest-
-. ,

TI

a er the eiPtrimeptal.: year, and some- -positive effects imTediatel

what'consiseently After t e Up.,4o,the tenth or eleventh gradew"

year. Dr. Glicks ninth grade ear finding can be shown to

continuing after that time, in the same order of data. P ssible need

for reenforcement seems'to be indicated about grade year leven, as

data suggest that theeffect may be smaller, or even revered by that',

time.

'

Epidemiolokic conditions hive been suggeOted by the' data,

conditions under which the effect is valid,,inValid, or,more or less

pronoUnced. Black:children who do not go to Lincoln.SChool apPear to

.'have the largest benefit from the.experimentai yeag, but White
1--

'children who do not go to Lincoln School'also show some positive

effects, particularlY Male White Children. Black Males also show

1 A'.
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somewhat greater positive effects than Black Females generally.

The mariii question remaining i ; Can these findings be butteressed

' with data frouLthe larger coMmonity', or is this simply a schobl-

related finding?

We have suggested that the prevention effect does seem to -be real,

that It persistsinto the tenth and sometimes eleventh grade years,
. ,

and that it may be conditional to appropriate later school environments.

The Juvenile CoUrt Data
t.

The'methods by which these data were collected and categorized .

e», are described-in our Methodology section. .Data are summed i-riihese

charts as nuMber of-recorded problems. Care was taken to assure a
.;
,cdunt of bellavior probleMs'onlY, excludingijuvenile,court,attention to

'

--matters such as custody, family problems, etc. There is some overlap .

of these dat4.w1t0 those of the Family File, because referrals to

Juvenile Court is one of the thirteen content areas in the Family

Files. The datA are by no means identical, of course since the

juvenile court has many sources other than the schoolsjor its contacts
,

with children relating to problem behavior.

.
.

Data begin at birth, arid'continue through the eleventh grade year.,

Data prior to the experimental year is. summed, as in previous counts
--:-

1.
\

.

\of problem behavior (See FaMily File Data). The data prior to the'
. . ,

experimental year tend to corroborate the family file data which
-

suggestltd that the Experimental group was in more trouble prior to the



(
experime than the Control, re-emphasizing the conservative naeure

: ot the ans1..1er, particUlarly wher the 'pooled expectedifrequericy is

,
i

used as the test f
(

4ifference of,effect. The datalalso tend to
_

corroborate the nin grde.year as significantly different from the

sixtlf, seventh and ,eighth.grade years. Tt is at 411 s pOint, in feCt,

.
/

that the JuVenile Court records show a positive effect for the

-
Experiment, an effect which continues after-the nirith grade year,- bUt

, .

does not reach statistical sighificance after that time..

Figure lO.presents the numbei'I recorded behavior problems in ,

the juvenile'court iles for the Experimental Group compared with the

pooled expected frequencies. The ninth grade year diffefence i

signifi'dant at the .05 level-. Differences for grade

years ten and eieveh are inthe. proper direction, but do not reach

.statistical significance. Differences for grade years six, seven and

eight are in the wrong direction, but mirror the initial disparity in

the two grouOs. ,The negatiVe differences are not statistically'

significant.,

a
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F/GURE 10

JUVENILE COURT DATA

FREQUENVY
0-oOSE1VED

(EXPER. GROU

0------0 EXPECTED'
(POOLED)

0
5 7 9 11- YEARS

9 th YEAR DIFFERENCE
STAT.tIG., AT .05 ,LEV EL

(
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FIGURE 11 '

.,fuvenile Cohrt Data

Overall

20

1 o

Grade

9 10 11

10th and Ilth grade year differences statistically significant at-..02 level.
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fuvenile Court Data
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Juvenile c4,urt Data
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POLICE DATA.,

r 4Methods ut lized in collecting anci coding policle data are
. .

-
désc ibed in .the Methodology stctiiii.t.?Police data consist of records

,.

t

"of arreSts and violations, collected for the entire_cohort from birth
_

.

,to including the eleienth grade year. Records are summed as counts of '. .

behavior proble'ds, year by year with the exception oetheliiod of

.

'time prior.to the experiment, which is handled As one unitifonsistent

with our practise in other Tor4ons of this report.

4

figuie 13 presenting data comparing frequencies of problem be-
,

.,haVior.noted by the pOlice departmgnt for the,ExpeOmental Group to

pooled expectedsfrequencies,, indtcate8 that statistically significant

'differencesappear in,ehe ninth,.,tenth nd eleventh grade data. These
,

\

differenceS Are in.the proper dIrectionA

Police data tends to confirm thelhinth grade finding reported.
.

..4
.

earlier by Dr. 'click, anditq show continued effect after that time

even when we use our conservative measure to test.the relationship.

Figure 14 shows the same data fox the Experidental Group,:

tested against the standard Control Group frequenoies

4

e
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:FigUres I5A- airid,15B show the'Yolice'data for the six study groups;.
1

first in the A chart comparing Experimental to Tooled expected

4
frequencies, and in B to the regular Control Group frequencies.

4

i

1. .

744"
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riGURE 13

POLICE DATA,

FREQUENCY
OBSERVED

..(-EXPER..G.ROUP)

NPECTED
(P90.4.C.D)

a
5 7 9 I I YEARS
9th, IOth, II th YEAR DIFFERENCES

, STAT.. SIG ,AT .05 LEVEL

(MANTEL HENTZELY"

1 23
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FIGURE 14

Police Data

Overall

SO

.;

Grade

,.9th, 10th and 11th.grade year differenCes statistiallyisighificant
beypnd .01 level....

-

!
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Police Data tend to: 1) confirm the ninth grade inding, 2)

6

extend that finding to grade years ten and eleven, and 3) serve to

buttress the school data with similar findings from the larger communiey.

SUMMARY RELATING COMMUNITY DATA TS SCHOOL DATA

School Data indiCate a. prevention effect dating from fhe

experimental year, demonstrated in Teacher Ratings of work habits,

;aking responsibility, getting along with others and self-contra.

By teacher estimate then, the experiment worked'. Absences from

4

school suggest that the students estimated a positive effect as well.

Absence rates indicate a'prevéntion effect in our larg t study grOup

in the Expe4meht, (Group.#2) immediately following th experiment,

I- and for the total group.by the following year. Differences reach
%

\statistical significance-two years after th experiment, but the

pattern is evident from the sixth grade on. Family File data.

r's
Aemonstrate preNiention effects beginning ih the experimental year,

and continuing through the four years wFj4 follow. The effect tends

to disappear the fifth year of the follow up, suggesting a fieed for
6

reenforcement of the intervention about that time. School Data
.

conftt)the report of a positive ninth grade finding, and extends

that posieil;e report back to the experimental 'year and forward into

the tenth and eleventh grade years by most measures.
A

Data-are subjected to the most conservative test our consultants

'could recommend, and presented also in mote typical fashion as a direct

.4,

9
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.

experimental/control comparison. They are further tested against

epiderlftlogiC variables, Chosen in early analysis of ttle cohort for

comparab ity of the Experimental and Control groups.
A

.School Data also indicates that the prevention effect.may be

pretty well confined to apprOpriate later school environments, and .

that it may have been dysfunctional irrothers. The poaitive effect

.for the Experimental group is often.reversed at Lincoln School.

Community Data also indicate a prevention effect which may date

from the experimental year, although this effect is not as clear at

th.st point 'time as the Family File Data effect. Statistically
_

significant ifferences in the K.oper direction begin two years after

the experiment, in the nihth grade year, in both Police and Juvenile
.. . f

urt data, and continue into the tenth grade year in the Police Data.
N. A

he pattern is clear throughout the Juvenile Court data: the lines

begin to converge after the experiment, cross about'a year later ,and

then remain in propr relationship to each other throughout the follow

up period. Police Data present a
a
very similar set of curves, but the

positive effect seems to*wear off in the -final year of the follow up,

in that data. However, at.the very least, Juvenile Court andPolice

Data tend to 1) confirm the prevention effect, particularly the ninth

grade finding, and.2.t) extension of the prevention effect into later

years, 3) buttressing the School Data findings with findings from

social systems of.the larger cammunity.

The preventiT effect appears to be 1) real, 2) lasting, 3)

gneralizable to the ommunity.

0)

4
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The Mental Health Data

Western Missouri Mental Health Centgr is thedesignated

«
community ment al health center foi the geographical and political

area of the neighborhoode l'nvolved in this follow up. The children

in-the' cator/Ved in Western MIsssourilncatchement arenin Kansas

#
WOtern. Missouri Miittal .yenIth- Center is also .the ,deaigneted

st te Opersied comMunity mint!), health-ticility. for the western..

third. the ttate'Of Misseut4iwhith.includea Kansas Citx.,..,,t

search of the patient.records at Western Missouri produced eVidence

that seven children ,froM our cohort had sought mental health serVices,,)

or a rate of 18.per thousan d at risk, over the 17 years of the follow ,

up data. Three of these children we're inthe Control, and four in

04.Experimental group.
A .

'When the data on these Amntal'health center visits is.graphed
' J

coTparing.the epnrimental condition with the pooled control ns

AV
%

shown in Figure 16, there, are more visits by chirdren in the

nxperiment in the tenth grade year, and less at the eleventh grade

yeaF thanmighthi expected. Figtire 17, the standard experimentair

control comparison indicates the seventh grade year peak again:for

the.contrbl, but otherwise very ,mixed results.

dard exPerimental/cOntrol. Count Js brdkn,down

attended, as in Figure 18, the'effeCts,of theseby laer-behbol
.. ,, , .

,later'environments specify a conditional,outcome we hnye noted
,. A

.. .,

-.

v
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../

befOre: children in the 8xper1menta1 group appear to be experiencing

more stress at Lincoln, and the Control appears to be experiencing

, 1014
(more stress at the Other SchoOls.

Number are very smalljn this section,of the data. Note might

not,have been made at all, if the pattern of the data had not been'

shown_earlier,.1 'teacher ratings, Asentes, family data,

jummaile court and pol,i,ce records Ond.ln tables showing combined
TA,

,

trouble or system banging counts.
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Figure 16

Mental Health Center Visits
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Figtire 17

Mental Health Center Visits

Experinient/ Control

Prior 6 7 0 11 10 .11
Grade Years

a

Observed Frequency

- -"Pooled .(expected) Frequency
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Figure 18

Mentei Health Center Visits

Lincoln School

Prior 6 ' 7 4 '1 16' 11

Grade Years

Observed Frequency

Pooled (expected) Frequency
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Vai CHILDREN IN TROUBLE HELPED?

. .

One of rhe goals of the Kansas ci.ty School,Behavior Project.

'was to.prevent children already in:trouble fromengaging in

further problem behavigr,through education.inappropriare methods
,

of social interaction. ss'

This goal is difficult to oValuate in terms of.the_toral

Troject, bécaUte only one of the cohort comparison groups presents

sufficient-kiatafor analysia. Group 2 (BlackmalOs likto went on to
,

A .

schools baler thin LinconYpresents probiem rates prior.to the

experimental year which are similar in.both the%experimental group

and thacontrol. .Rates ire apprOXimately 50 children in trouble,

.per thousand'at.risk. This group is also our largest studygroup
r )4

(NIRll4). Ns are small in the other Comparison groups available,

or there are no children in trouble in one half, of the dyad.

;17
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" PROBLEM BEHAVIOR RATE$ PRIOR TO RIMENTAL

FAMILY FILE DA ASE

/
Aw. Comparison Group

Number in TrOuble:
Number at Risk

1. WMOE 316

WMOC

2. BMOE' 4:70

-2:44BMOC

3. WFOE:

BFOE

Rate Per 1#00
at

'

57

.46'

3:25 120

0:04

-

2:55

'BFOC 1:50

5. B.ME 0.14

BMLC 0:30

4,

6.- BFLE 1:14

BC 2:60

0

. 33

f
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a

oroup 2 also prespilts mixed,sunt9onie data, in that one measure

suegests the control may fare beiter than^the experlment. Teachti

ratings a re slightly higher'for this control group,at the llth
%

grade year. All other measures show the eXperimentai group to be

inless trouble ihanwouldAhve been exl,ecte43. S4ch mixed findings,

might indficavk that.some of the early pr9blem behavtyr continued

after the experimental sixth grade year.''

Inqpection of the data Shows that four children ip this-experi-.

i imental group of-seVenty Children -had family fiie recordd prioi'th
.,

A., . .
. .

the eXperimental year,. ,Of;these four, one child'hacl.no further
-.:

A -.
record, and one no further recorct.after sixth grade. Neither of the

othertwo Children had. records in the ninth, tenth or eleventh grade-
,

years. By this measure then, all four were outof troubre by the

ninth grade yefir.,
\,

Two of these same four children also had a juVenile"court..

recoid prior-to the exp:eriiment. Onemeverrepeatech, The other had

a juvenile court record in the ninth 'and tenth grades, but nu.new

'problems in the eleventh grade.yearNone of,the othei sixty-six ,

, A
children in this grouP had-a prior juvenile court record.

Three of the same four'children also had police records prior

to the:experiment.. One had no new offenses After that time. One

had two furtherioffeoses inthe 10th grade year, and-the third,had

offenses in the 8th, 10th and llth grade years.
..

Thissearchcithecase-histories stiggests thait.-ithe rate increase
, ., . .

_

., . . .

.

.

1:Ph in problem behavior from prior to the experiment to the eleventh giide
,,, ...

9.
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CHILDREN IN TROUBLE PRIOR TO EXPERIMENT:

BLACK MALES, 0THE1 SCHOOLS ONLY, EXPERIMENT

ALL OFFENSES, FAMILY rTLE BASE-

Number
of

Chtiren

4

(Pricii) 7 8 9

Grade Years

. 10

CHILDREN IN TROUBLE PRIOR TO EXPERIMENT:

BLACK MALES, OTHER SCHOOLS ONLY, CONTROL

- FAMILY FILE BASE

ALL OFFENSES

7 . 8 9 10 11

Grade Yeis

1 4 0

IL
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4

year ia probablinot a result of childrin'in trouble continuing,

or returning to .troublemaking but primarily a fun;tibn of new-.

- Children having trouble.during the eleventh grade year, presumably

- . .

unable to cope with new streaseS and perhaps needing reinforcement

of thA experimental year 'program.

Reinforcedent mi$ht be,useful ft:it all.these'dhi dren. In'the

"seventh grade immediately .after the experimenial vear, there were,
,

' no offenses fiom t4is-erouo.

n the Control group of forty-four children, two had family

file records prior to sixth grade. .0ne continued to.have entries
A -N

in the family file in grade years six, seven, dem, and nine. The

. .

other had no further achool record of.problem behavior,-but did
,

'make both juvenile:court and the police recor4s In the sixth, ninth,

tenth. and eleventh grade years. The first pupil added juvenile

court. and police records to complete the'picture for ninth, tenth

and eleventh grade years. 'Both pupils started out in trouble and'

.were.in trouble at the end of.our follow-up period,An contrast

to the pupils in 'the experiTent, only one of whom was in trouble

at the close of the follow up_ period.

'COMPARATIVE RATES FOR-CHILDREN IN TROUBLE*
PRIOR TO EXPERIMENT (BMO ONLY)

group'

Experiment

kate Prior
to Experiment

,

1060

Rate at Close
of Follow Up

250.

Control 1000 1000

*Children in trouble (BMO) only. N for children in trouble . .
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DELT4NUENCX RATES PRIOR,TO EXpERIMENT

FAMILY 'FILE DATA BASE

ComparisonCroup Actual Rate per 1000.
6

6

Total Study Population 18:386 47

Experiment

Control

Male

Female

Black

, White

13:194
;44

5:192

386-

26'

43

12:337 36

6:049

386
'122

Lincoln School 3:118 25

Other Schools 15:268 56
386

4 2

at.

;2.
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-
The data thus far are build on the same information base as

early reports from this project detailing behavior p5ab1ems, the

.
amily file of the Kansas Cit , Missouri public schools.. Rep-

.

' ication of Dr. Glick's data gaihering methods for two further years

of school data, plus- the addition of police and juvenile court data,

'permifs.the statement about conditions five years after the ex-

periment for the children he noted had problems prior to project'

intervention.

j(tIf we take advantage of the co plete juvenile and police

41,
records which were added by our staffi'.we can make aviore complete

statement of the nature of 1) the probleit as it existed prior to the

exPerimental yeai, and 2) the degree to which children with problems

'prior to the experiMent were helped.

L

4-

1 3

1,

e
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DELINQUENCY RATES AT CLOSE-OF

FOLLOW. UP (11tGRADE YEAR)

COMPARED TO BASELINE RATES

1

Baseline Follow Up
Rate . Actual Rite

Total Study Population

Experiment

.Control

(Kale

Female

Black

White

LiTln School

Otigr Schools

88

. 21

13

/9

15

24

10

5

29

(

..

69:386

31:194

38:#1

50:178

19:208

62:337

7:049

15:118

54:268 4'

179

'160

198

280

91

184

143

127

201

1

I
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Estimates of ihe magnitude or the degree of involvement of
' .

is cohort in behavior defined as problem behavior
*

community at large have to be revised upward, when information about

juvenile court records and poliCe records is added to theo,aata base.

In making the table which follows no child"was.counted in more than

one category. That 1411 he had a family irecord and Also a

juvele court record, he was only counted odce. Mental-Realth

Center admissions were not inclUded.

Compariaconeybe made by viewing the following table,

Delinquency Rates Prior to,Experiment, All Sources along side the

Pamily.File based table just ..presented. Ratea are about doubled by

-7

adding tbis information. Rates f the Control are raised considerably

more, from 26 per thousand population at risk tq 78... This relative

,increase for the Control appears to be randomly spread through the

ecologic dyads of the study population representing possible sex,

race'and environmental diff ences. Theincrease for the Control
__ -

also helps to bring it in c oier adjustment with th4Experimental

group in the number of children who were in trouble prior to the

project intervention, although the xperimental gioup still'

contains the larger proportion 'of these children.

'441

"N.,.
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DELINQUENCY RATES PRIOR TO EXPERIMENT

Conwarison Group .

I AEL SOURCES

Rate per 1000Actual

Total Study Population,

Experlment-,

37:38d

22:194

96

113

; Control 15ii92 - ,78

Male 22:178 124.

-Female' - 15:208 72

a

386

Black 27:337 80

-
White 10:049 - 204

386

Lincoln School q:118 59

Other Schools 30:268 112
386

4
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If we return to our criterion group, the &lack males who

went to schools other than Lincoln, and add this new informapion,

what happens?
%%.

Problem behavior rates prior to the experimental year, based
,

on all Sources of data,-are shown

sixrtudy groups We utilized

the'rate for Group.2, we discover

to 114 for thelEXperimental group

' We now show 8 children in trouble

and 8 in the Control instead of 2

in the summary.table, by the

early in this chapter. Comparing

that the rate is changed from 57

, and from 46 to 182 for the Cahtrol.

in the Experiment instead of 4,
ke,

Of the eighit children in the Experimental group who we, in

trouble-with either the school, the, juvenile authorities or thel

. .

Police prior to sixth grade, four had clean records in the final

year of our follow up. Of those in'the control, a majority, six,

7

were still in trouble.

, AS shown in the two following tables,'the eight Control gfup

children were all in trouble in two of.the follow up years, grade

years eight and ten. The Experimental group shows a somewhat clearer

and steadier decline over the years, with no year showing all

eight still.in trouble. r .

Again, thereader should be.reminded that the Prior figure is

a cumulative one, and no value should be attached to the "apparent"

drop at sixth grade.

1 I 7
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CHILD1fEN IN TROUBLE PRIOR TO EXPERIMENT:

..BLACK MALES , OTHER SCHOOLS ONLY , EXpERIKENTAL GROUP

ALL OFFENSES , ALL SOURCES

0 -

8

5 -

4

3 -

2 -

prior) 6 7 8 9 10 11

- AS ABOVE CONTROL GROUP

(Prior) 6 7 8 9 10 11'

itS

a



V

COMPARATIVE RATES FOR

'CHILDREN IN TRO BLE

PRIOR TO UPERIMENT (BMO ONLY)

*SOURCES

Group Rate Prior to EicOeriMent- -Rate aCClose

Eiperiaient 1000, sdo

Control 1000 750 '

,

OE,
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,

Summary

A revised Delinquency Rate table, reflecting data AX)111 all three

&coulees of i formation on problem behavior exiq4ssed by children in

the study iior to.and five years after the project experiment still

suggests p itive findings for tbe expetiment. The rate for the

Experimental group increased from. 113, to 160,)while that.of the Control

increased from 78 to 1987 If tfieaame proportion of the Experimental

.sroup children were La trouble, ilyelation to thenumber in trouble

at,the outset of the stud , as we-fffid in the Controi, the.

Experimental figure would be 287, or nearly twice (179%) as large.

When we began with Family File data only, the ratVlor the'

Experiment was raise& from 21 to 160; while that of the Control was'

raised from 13 to 198. On this basis, the final Experimental rate

should be 319, or nearly iwice (199%) as large as we found.

The ttiangulation of the more nearly complete data collection

.produces a slightly mote consiervative answer, but the answer Is

ese entially the same. The final Experimental rate is far lower

than might haye been expected.

If one were to apply the most conservative test-, recoiiimended

6y one of our consultants (see earlier description in MethodologY)

working froti the total data, pooling Control and Experimental

0°
frequencies a

-
blour expectation, to produce new super control rate

of 96 priof.to the experiment and 179 as a final rate, the'figure

becomes 187%, again requiring an Expetimental rate increase of.

A

1 5 0
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nearly 200Z to suggest adcepting the null hypothesis.

If one could figure the rates without the Lincoln 'group, the

spread between the Experimental and Control rates would be increased

slightly.

Twenty two children weie omitted fiom the analysis because there

were no control groups to match them in their racial classification.

If these.children were added, the experimental outcome would be enhanced

slightly in comparison with the control rate, as there'were five

children in ttouble prior to the project year and only two at final

follow uP. Rates would be adjusted as follows:

Itte 1 Rate 2 (Adjusted)

Total Study Population 408 96 174

Experiment 216 120 153

Control 192 68 198
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DELINQUENCY RATES AT CLOSE.OF

FOLLOW UP (11th GRADE YEAR)

COMPAREDPTO BASELINE RATES

ALL.SOURCES

Follow UpBaseline

Compaiison Group Rate Actual Atate

Total Studyp,pulatolor 96 69:386 '179

Experimht 113 31:194 160

Control 78 38:192 198

Male . 124 50:178 280

Female 72 19:208 91

Black 80 62:337 184

White 204 7:049 143

Lincoln School 59 15:118 127

Other Schools 112 54:268 201

,

1 5 2

4iet.

4
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Ten per cent (N,..37)'of our study population was in trouble with

either the schools, the juvenile court authorities; or the police

when the project began. Six years later, in the eleventh grade

yearv eighteen per cent of the'population. was in trouble'With,oile

or more,of these systems.

At the outset, sixty per cent of the youngsters in trouble
. e

were in the experimental group. At grade eleven, forty-five per

cent. This finding suggests that children were being helped. The

control had become the larger participant in problem behavior.

An intensive examination of the only epidemiologically

comparable voilp in the study to exhibit sufficient data prior to

the intervention disclosed that children in the experimental group

did.in fact "improve."

Half of these children improved, while only a fourth of the

ontrol portion improved. As can be seen in the following table,

a further suggestion that children may have been helped can be

drawn from the drop in absolute rates of problem behavior for white

children in the experiment at other schools, and the failure of

rate'for black females in the experiment at Lincoln to increase as

it did for black males.

Such increase as exists 'in the data then, appears to be a

result of new children getting inn; trouble rather than of those in

trouble continuing to be in trouble.

/
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DEL

'NQUENCY RATES AT CLOSE OF FOLLOW UP

-"" ( l lth GRADE YEAR) COMPARED TO BASEbiNE .-

RATES IN SIX STUDY GROUPS ALL SOURCES

Group

1. WM0Ex 16

WMOC 4

2.- BM0Ex 70

BMOC 44

3. WF0Ex .25

.WFOC 4'

4. BF0Ex 55.

BFOC 50

5. BMLEx 14

BMLC 30

6. BFLEx 14

BFLC 60

Prior
Actual

4

Rate

250

000

8 114

8 182

6 240

0 000

-

2 36

2 40

1 71)

1 33

1 71

67

r'"
A. ;34

)
Follow Up

Actual Rate

3 188

3

19 271

15 340

\ ..,

1 40 r7;.,

0 000.

z 3 55

10 200

4 286

6 200

71

67
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1.

What Happened in the Later Schools?

.0

(The reader would be well advised to re-read the final,paragraphs

oi Dr: Edgertons remarks paraphraded from notes taken at the ROR

OrkshoO. We know that much of what he surmiSed actually happened,

rom interviewe with students reported by earlier investigators).
t

1,

The children in thie study.were in-secondary schools from about
4.,

. 63-64 to 1968-69. They were the "class of 1969." Those eix years: .

1ncompasea lot of social change. School integration, the Vietnam
.-,..c.

0... r

conflict, the assassinations of persons in high office and visibility

including Martin Luther King and rioting in the streets and schools
ci

it'll impinged upon their lives and the lives Olt their teachers and

parents. Social mobility borne of new 'illphasis on civil righis affected
1

all our cities during these years.

The children in ttie experiment were being taug

h%
to participate

7 .

in, to control in part, and certainly to cope with cha ge. They were

developing confidence in their ability to cope with:change.
-.

A child with these skills,4placed in an "en4irwment in a state,
.*14

of flux, with turnover in administration, faculty and student body
-

might do very well,And certainly might manage without banging into

the system in any big way if he were motivated to succeed. Flexible,

or disorganized environments 'illaght present assets.

The same child, or another similar child with similar skills,

placed in a traditional.lock-step environMent might well make waves,
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ask questions, and generally create trouble just doing what worked

in 6th grade.

Children from the neighborhood, without theispecial training for

coping with Change, might have adotof trodble their worid shifted
41

around them, repeatedly. It might be harder for them to igure out

what was going on -- todays solutions wouldn't work next week. These

childre Might, on the other hand be pretty comfortablewhere the

r,.
rules were known, the head man wag a known quantity and history was

some help.
'''

Interviews with people familiar, wiph Kan4as City schools,
:. f 4 .

.g; *: 4

. ,%Amrticularly,with Lincoln and Central, where most.of the children in.
..,, 1 , ,

-$.

44,the totuaY Went for secondary, education,,describel:the schools at different

1 i'.I1 si;Me of these'resOects,
.

4

k

. Cehtral has been described aivhaving. a "good" academic image in
,

,

.1 , , I?; : .. .., 7
/the inner city-- and A3 having'Aearly all White students in 1960,

... r ,

.nearly all blaCk by 1979. ,Jlovements of more affluent and suCcessful

AOAMIlies toward-the suburbt helped td='account for this. ".Families
,

.

.

nearly-Vl had to buyAcmia to máve into thearea Central terVed..
. :. J.

.

',.:. Teachers dnd adtinistrat6ra MOved in andkout of the,school. Central
.4

elso"had a reputation foi an'ada41ttratidn,WhiCh was flextbleand

people oriented. ,,Tp any Case, it cettainly-wat'a,transitional.phase.
.1

,,,

.,;. .,

,. ,.

The staff remainedmosty white'dur ng thi4 time, with curnover at
..

... / ,N;.1
z.

,all leifelS, i . i /-

4I
4..,

. e

-,.: 6170,14-.on,the otberhand, pad beeil blOck,:kortsome time.
,

. .,.
,

Oneildministrator served. Lincoln for.-near1yo0 years. ,Another spent
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nearly all of Ale time of our fbllbw up as principal. This stability

of leadership suggests solid traditional organization, possibly some-

what hierarchical in nature, and probably with a set of clear co stant
1

rules and regulations.s, A student' would know' who was in charge, a

where he stood.

Lincoln may have been, from bur accounts, more formal in organ-

ization; Central more egalitarian.

If our description is somewhere near accurate, and one muft realize

the difficulty idvolved, the dilferences we found from the oiie-schoor
4

setting to the other make sense. The stress would be greater for

children from the experimental classrooms at Lincoln, and'for't

control at Central:

We have not been able to c.ontluct a retrospective study of the

school environments. We certainly have Wished we could, or that the

finding had surfaced in time to assess the effect on the spot, or that

secondarrschool environments had been part of the parent project

'design.

If one had the resources, a study of disciplinary problems in

the two schools might be possible, or a study of teacher combents on

cumulative records. We would have to start, at minimum, with a random

sample of thetenrollments those years add track down the records

V,

-

pupil by pupil in central office files: S.

There is some indication in our informants 'reports that 'all-black

sch ols in'the Kansas City Missouri system traditionally have been
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more forMal in style, traditional and somewhat lock-stepped in

\\ organization. If this is so, Lincoln May have been like that.

Certainly'there were a smaller ngmber of discipline and,other problems

surfacing at Lincoln than at Central. If the rules are not clear, it

may be easier to get into trouble, more referrals may have to be

made. The "delinquency" rate at Lincoln, according.to Family File

Data, was less than half that of Central and the Other Schools prior

to the experiment, and-from all sources at the close o the follow up

127:201.

The literature isn't of much help, although'a Kansas City

investigator (Doll, 1969) identified-administrStive leadership in

elementary schools as an important variable in problem oriented

-A

schools in the inner city. A study of schools in Harlem (Clark, ?.9-68)

also identified the principal as important in differentiating school

environments. Polar types were described by Doll as.1) hierarchical,

rigid, by-the-book, operating willingly within a closely structured

bureaucracy and traditional custom and 2) personnel-oriented, flexible,

less career oriented, attentive to local differences and needs,

willing to buck the system. Some of these qualities may describe

leaders in Our secondary schools as well. A classic study et the

International Harvester Company (Fleischman 1955)Apointed out the

problems which can result when only a segment of the people in an

organization a e taught new ways of performing in their work roles.

Similar forces may well have been at work in oertain of the later

school environments.
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DISCUSSION

The Kansas City School Behavior Project was born of difficulties

poised for the.schools and society generally, by pupils who for one

reasqp or another did got functio; successfully or satisfactorily

with their fellow human.beings. Efforts to solve these problems

through clinical,service arrangets with the Greater Kansas City

Mental Health Foundation had proven that solution was inadequate*o the

need. It was literally impossible to give individual treatment to

all children needing it. It was felt that any long range solution

would require extensive effort to prevent Such problems and promote

mental health, rather than treatment at a more serious stag. Such

efforts, it was thought, might best be expended on the development of
pow

certain,classroom methods and techniques in which teachers could be

trained. These methods and techniques would be aimed toward

1
producing learning conditions in the classroom which might be more

emottonIlly healOtful for all children, and which mtght thereby

prevent the mildly disturbed child from getting to be a more serious

problem. Major emphasis of the training program, and hence the class-
.

room experiment were interpersonal relationships with pupils and pupil-

to-puptl, and the teacher as a group worker utilizing then new concepts

in group dynamics and skill training in techniques of group management,

utilizing Sal group interaction in the classroom.

If successful, such a program might both reduce the need for help

and increase the effective manpower ratio.

5 9



Behavior problems continue Co be a number one issue in the public -

schools, and in our communities. A recent survey of school personnel,

personnel in children's agencies and in other helping profesaions

rated behavior problems their prime concern (University of Kansas, 1973).

Workshops, textbooks and consultants proliferate in this area. Eyery

-

solution offered,,with few exceptions, still demands individual

treatment, whether behavior modification, reality therapy, medication

or Other modalities prevail. Manpower still is far behind demand for

services.

Crime by children, some of it serious and commited by children not

yet intheir teens, is becoming a problem of growing concern to parents,

police and school authorities across th country (Kansas City Times, 1971).

Crime throughout the nation has increase to the point that insecurity

on our streets and pi our homes pas been declared one of our foremost

national problems. If official records are an adequate index, juvenile

deltnquency and crime are outracing our capacity to deal with them

(Eisner, 1969).

The Report of the Joint Commission on the Mental Health of'

Children and ybuth suggested, we have in our nation alone 95,000,000

. children in need of remedial help. '''urrent emphasis in federal and state

i 6 0
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/)
--programs on the problems of children indicate an acceptance of the

priority of these needs. Every examination of health manpower indicates

that the need is far greater than can be met.with current conceptual

and technical forniats Which require highly trained individual treatment

V
modalities.

The problem in the schools seems 'to have grown substantially

worse in the last feW years. °Bicycle thefts increased in Los Angeles

70% over the nine yeare from 1962 to 1971. Schools have increased

'their security forces. Dade County had five men in 1968 and 98 men

in 1971 only three years later. SouthBoston schools are in the news

today with stabbings and other violence.

As our society has become more complex and individual expectations

and pressures greater, the acquisition and exercise of social and

interpersonal skills becomes more and more important in functioning in

the everyday world. But what works? In a broad sense the teacher-

training program which constituted the independent variable in.theg

Kansas City School Behavior Project represents a way in which the

schools might more deliberately and explicitly attempt to meet their

obligation in the area of the social-emotional development of chilaren

and youth.

The Kansas CitY School Behavior Project is not new. It may be

unique.

In the early sixties James A. Davis of NORC was asked o review

existing knowledge about experimental attempts at influencing

151
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behavior. toward "punitive mental health." He reported that' while

there was some.evidInce that attitudes could be .ehanged experimentally,

none of the experiments dealing with attempts to'change behaVlor had

positive results (Davis, 1965).

Gene Stanfo61 and. Albert Roark, in their 1974 book Human

Interaction in Education remark on the therape c virtues of small

group interaction in the classroom, but the o so on an experiential

basis. They cite no research to indicat positive results in attempts

to change behavior, or prevent or ameliorate behavior problems through

its use. Conversation with Dr. Roark indicated that they did not find

any. Roark and Stanford do point out that children do learn respect

for others, careful listening, and that they learn to communicate

unambiguously in group discussion. They suggest also that children

develop skills.in group problem solving, ain feelings of

acceptsnce and belonging, which they ofte J not learn in teacher-

, led discussions. They go so far as to say AS A LABORATORY FOR TEACHING

STUDENTS TO GET ALONG WITh OTHERS THE CLASSROOM DISCUSSION GROUP IS

(\UNEQUALLED., The,cohpsive nature of the classroom group coupled with

norms that are similar to those in society in general, can, according

to these authors, be a potent force in socializing the seudent

(Stanford and Roark, 1974). It appears likely that that is just what

I',was going on in the sixth grade classrooms of the Kansas City'School

Behavior Project experiment.

13 2



It also appeara likely that the Kansas City project with ins

apparent positive effect in the prevention of behevior disorders,

pay well be a firet, and thereby for the time being, All only.

Because it is unique, we have made every effort to be both co

servative and candid in our analysia. But we have not been able to

make the potttive finding go away. We have instead extended it,

linked it in point of time to the experimental year, And buttressed it

with data from the larger community. It just will not disappear. We

have specified epidemiologic conditions under.which it is more or less

prodounced.

The value of demonstrating a solid evaluation of one such program

should be clear. The feasibility of short course instruction in

techniques of managing groups and their utility in the classroom are

given considerable impetus. It is)not unrealiTc to expect that the

program could be instituted at" modest cost by any urban school system

with access to adequate teacher tfaining facilitfes.
4

The program also has significance in.that departs from the

usual emphasis on individual attention to children and school

behavior problems and undertakes to train the teacher as a group

worker, which is appropriate to hef task.

Finally, me may have learned something about realistic program

evaluation. Early follow,up failed to show much in the way of either

positive or negative results for two years after the experiment.

Further data coilection based on positive findings in the third year

after the egperiment and an epidemiologic strategy for the longi-
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tudinal analysis.extending both the length of time the utudents were

followed and the breadth of coverage, from metioo'l to luvenile court

and police data tend, to confirm the positive nature of the original

flndinge,y Later analysla rano jinked the positive finding to the

experimental year demonstrated the continuation of the positive

. effect into two further years of achool behavior and buttressed these

findings with similar findings from the luvenile court and police files.

Long term follow up, by ordinary standards, has been necessary to

learn whether the experiment worked. It was also necessary to collect

additional data from new sources, and to change the.strategy of ttfe'

analysis. None of this could have been clearly indicated at the time

of the early,follow up. Time for the children to experience further

school environments was needed, and time for us to hegin to see the

effects of those environments on, dropping out, before we became aware

of a very important 'intervening kondition.

Naturally not all of the behavior differences can be attributed

to the one year experiment. Many other factors must have impinged

on the lives of these children during the time of the follow up.

We can only assume that they did so in a somewhat random fashion,

(-

equally to the children in the Control and the experimental groups.

(
The wonder is that such a small change for only one school year, and

--,

as late as the sixth grade had any impact at all.
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Dissemination

-4
In addition:to less formal contacts with-many-people who have

inquired about.the project, several presentations'have been made.

An abstract was submitted to the World Congress of Sociology this year,

and A paper was read at the.Midwest Sociological Society meetings '

near the beginning of the grant period.

A rather extensiye-presentation was made in September at the

...;

University of Kansas Medicaltenter Workshop, The Roots of.Responsi-

bility: Designsailt. Solving Health Problems of Children 'and Youth IV. .

This pretentation provided background, a descript on of 9e inter-

vention, presentation of findings and a diScussio of significance and

implications by Persons involved in various stage of the parent YDP .

project, the principal investigator in fhe grant study reported here,

and a representative of the community mental health/prevention

movement to an audience_selected for its interest in child development,

children's health and mental health. [This is a.r.egonal worksh(T

held on an annual basis. We anticipate'publishing a proceedings

booklet of the type.enclosed from latt:Aar's works an agenda

booklet Ior the meeting this year it'alsO.enclosech] M1Y' of these

reiarks are paraphrased in the BaCkground and Significance section

otorthit report.

A seminar wil be presented later this year at the Medical

Center for an interdisciplinary audience,

Publication of Yournal articles is anticipated.
,8
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The first recommendation suggested by our data is that teachers

and School administrators., be encouraged to learn small groitp

techniques if necessary and install them in the classroom if they have

not already done so. Workshops should be sponsored by NIMH to motivate

'and teach sEhool personnel.

If behavioral outcomes such as are reported here can result from

one year of such tedEhing, it is possible that implementation K-12

would change the face of our problem, as it was outlined in the Report

the Joint Commission.

Evaluation should be an important part of installing this'

. program of teaching. Techniques such as we have utsed are capable of
k

alpplication by school perSonnel.
.-7

We are well it4are that the positive'finding is for only the

lowest socici-economic 'group in the Kansas City experiment. We have

not

k,

empted any *data collection or analysis of the material relating

_
0

to the other socio-economic groups. We do believe that positive

findings might well be available if a follow up were tO be made

similar to the one r ported here. Early investigators, who reported

.no effect for teio,gthe groups, were locked-into ainnit of analys4

ee years*whiCh could easil obscure

felloW-up data.

what happened 4nd,had un

Using the sixth grtde classroom'aSa nnit-of.
,

:-.0%

,analysis fit some of the pareni project deSign. Thaánd their
,

line.aoes not allow much flexibility for analysis b.4 later environmenta,

etc.
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Further study of the effects of secondary school environments

would be very useful. Certainly any.new experiments should build this

into their evaluatiOn research. Retrospective study of the.Kansas

City secondary schocl environmenCs at Lincoln and Central would be

necessary before we could make serious recommendations about the

.:)psost'effective secondary school environments for reinforcing the

press,of the intervention.

the best approach from our point of view is to start teachers

utilizing these techniques where they are not already doing so, and

evaluate further as we go. We.plan to mount a workshop for this

purpose, and willtoe seekidg funds. 15.7

If we were to proceed in the most scientific way, of'course;'we

would first apply for funds to do the follow up for the other two

groups and to analyze the secondary school environments and ifthat

was successful, plln a tightly designed replication in selected

cities, carefully analyze that, and then implement. 4-N1

A more practical approach might be to operate on all these .

revels concurrently, and might be practical if we could find the

support.

What seems most.feasible in line with current funding realities,

is to begin careful, evaluated implementation now.

AnY follow up work should be-designed on abasis which can be'

maintained for at least five years, and incorporate studies of the

later environments, if our experience is meaningful. One year

t 7
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-

evaluations, or tests of attitudes before aid after shnrt course

instruction did not work. Three year follow up was not long enough.

Effecis would have remained hidden if we had not taken,a longer time

period and the later enviroaments.into account. Thiq pay mean tilat
a

future NIMH grants, where behavioral outcomes are at:stake, may need.

4,
to require longer follow up than has been the practise up to- hito time.

We would encourage the use of real-life variables and eDidemIogic

strategies of analysis ta assess these outcomes.
4

If NMI 'or HEW believes the findings to b'e worthwhile, we

would like to e widespread dissemination of this report, or-an

appropriate s IMP ry,tip persons and organizations conderned about the

healthof children, problem behavior, juvenile delinquency, crime in

the streets, child development, educational processes, social inter-

action, evaluation of social action programs, epidemiology of mental

health, orthopsychiatry etc.
la .
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Problems Encounterfd kn Ehe Follow Up

dt

Early on our greatest problems had to do with'tracing the

4
chilaren in the cohort. These p-roblAis relate6 to the fact

1) we had faIrly limited identity material, since the earlier

investigation concentrated on the classroom as the unit of analysis;

2) children in the cohort sometimeg changed their names informaliy,

registering 41 a different school under a different name; 3) school

records were kept in the ichool attended, and each school had some-

what unique recor'd keeping habits; 4)44some data in the schools was not

yet enteredin,the childrehs 41es, and our assistant had first

post the records in order to add them to our study data; .5) schools

in the Kansas City system at that time were fairly autonomous, and
"woo*

therefore were each'dealt with singly; 6) Aildren were also

relatively autonomous in that they could attend pretty much which-
.

.ever school they wished, so that there was both a certain amount of

mobility and a lack of patterning in terms of which junior high

school you might expect a.child,from X elementary chool to attend,

making the search for records more difficult; all factors we were

able to deal with successfully, as discussed in the Methodology

section of this report. We were, as a matter of fact, asked to

consult with the school system about record keeping as a result of the

successful effort in tracing these children.

- Our research assistant was able to work in all the files we

needed data from, except those at the police dePartmene. Another
411

9
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4. 4

45

e

4 t

,ToeMber of.t eFild S,t ion staff arranged f the-,poliee to make the

,1- ., -,

..;:, Search elve's,

.,
t: ., .

el, .

't,4;#4 d 141 not regeuce Dr giCk rs .analysis of variance . Our
. . ,.

'statistical consultants dida> ot redemmend th#' we do so. We had
, -. . . .

67

.,,.

anticipated that Dr.7Glici wUlnbe able to produce a flow hartfor
0

,-

peogramming his analysiiut tahiswas not the case. Our only reason

for proposing to do so was because the early finding had been

().

produced.by that method, and at that time we felt it was only fair

and proper
) that any comment on whether that finding persisted be

based on replicated processes. Our consultants were able to show

us other procedures which did, as a matter of fact, produce a similar

finding, extending it both by tying it to the ekpetiment and taking

"it.forward over a'longer period of time.

Finding people who could describe the later school environments

has been a probleM. In several.instances, people we really would

if0e,liked to interview had moved away, or died. The people we have

found have been very gracious, but,generally had to refer us to

someone else. Unlisted phone numbers, privacy, unWillingp4*;.

quoted and other problems typical,of informants generally, hai#e

intruded on our effort. We,have made every effort to treat people

fairly and sensitively in our data collection, and trust we have

done So. Our remarks on this-subject are a distillation of what We

have been able to learn. ,
What we have been able to lea n seemed to

us to help explain some of our outcome data, and for tha we are

grateful.

170
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0
The change in leadership and wind-down of the Field Station in

Kansas City created other problems. Priorities changed and funding

became a pro4em. Personnel changed, as well. Moving ihe project to

KU and the grant solved most of those problems at that time. Center

Staff from Washington was most helpful, as were people here at KU.

I was already getting biostatistical consultation here at KU., and that

made the transition easier. It did take sothe time to shift to the

new computers, etc.

)
A new academic,department may not be the -easiest enviionment for

a principal investigator. Prdblems of tooling up and other'early

organizational needs took time and energy and interfered somewhat.

A personal illness.did the same.

More recently, a long hassle over equal pay.for equal work

required reorganization of our department resulting in the resignal-.

tion of the first,,chairman, naming an acting chairman and an

extensive departmental review.

4,6ortive top administration, a very supportive new chairman,

on from other members of our staff, resourceful research

and a particularly fine secretarial oup has made

erseveranOp and-'success Possible. Cepter staff has been most

understanding and generous in allowing extensions to cOpe with thete

problems. A supportive family and interested colleagues make

perseverance and sUccess possible, with sanity.
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